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MECHANICAL INSTEUCTIONS FOR REMINGTON MODEL 17

FOREWORD

This instruction book is intended primarily
for mechanics, but it can be studied to very good
advantage by salesmen. This book is not an. opera
tor's instruction book and should not be given to
customers.

The drawings contained in this book should be
studied in connection with the reading matter and

are of great assistance in learning the functions
.and adjustments of the various mechanical units.
For those in the Foreign field who do nothread

English, a careful study of the drawings valfgive
helpful fundamental information.
Study one unit thoroughly before going, on to
another.

To obtain the best results, learn the adjust

ments pertaining to a unit from the book and then
make them on .the machine.
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REMOVING AND REPLACING OF TYPElffilTER, UTJIT

'

To remove top'cover 2-41090 from the machine set the carriage to the left until the

line space lever is not over the top cover. Place fore fingers of both hands at point
"A" at rear edges of top cover both sides and pull up gently until the rear of the
cover has been released by the top cover detents 2-41091 right and 2-41092 left. Then
guide top cover forward slowly until it is clear of the machine. The front of top
cover is held into place by the dowel pins at front of the ribbon suool shaft bracket
right 2-42349 and left 2-42350.

To remove the rear panel 2-41089 place fingers at top of panel and pull toward the
rear until rear cover latches 2-41098 right and 2-41099 left release from their rear

.cover anchor screws 2-40215 and slide panel dov/nward slightly to remove.
Remove the margin stop rack pull link eccentric screw 2-42714 and nut 2-40409. Re

move both the right and left top cover aprons 2-41093 and 2-41094. Take out Platen
roll 2-43646. Depress shift lock key. Make certain that the ribbon drive shaft arm
assembled 2-46519 is pointing down toward the rear of the machine. See illustration.

Pull forwar-d on both right ^d left unit latch locks 2-41084 (see illustration) and
2-41085 at the same time raise the front end of keyboard upv/ard, causing the ribbon
universal bar 2-42281 (Ribbon Cover Illustration) to clear space bar line lock pawls
2-41128. (Space Bar Illustration)

Note: The typewriter unit is not numbered, therefore, when it is removed from the

base the serial number of machine, should be scratched on the right side plate. This
will prevent from placing the units in the wrong bases.

VTien the typewriter unit is out of the typewTiter frame do not set it upright on work
bench because of the parts extending below the typewriter unit side plates. A small
board with a cleat on each end can be made to set the typewriter unit on while working
on it outside of the typewTiter frame. This will also permit operation of shift keys ■
key levers, etc.

'"
REPLACING TYPEWRITER UNIT

Guide the tj-pewriter unit back into the machine carefully, malce sure that the fork of

the ribbon drive shaft arm 2-46519 sets over its.stud of ribbon driving oesv 2-46516.
(See Ribbon Drive Mechanism Sketches) Have shift keys locked down and when unit, is in ,
tj'pewriuer base far enough pressure may be exerted on the key lever comb at top right
and left ends. This pressure should be toward the rear and downward.

If unit does not slide into position, check the tabulator bell crank 2-42413 (tabula

tor illustration) _, they may not be down in normal position. Check the side plates of
the typev;riter unit and see that they are setting all the way doym_qrp the typewriter '
frame. Replace margin stop pull link eccentric'2-42714 and nut 2-40409.~ "Replace
platen. Replace both right and left top cover aprons 2-41093 and 2-41094, test line
lock and bell mechanism, tabulator, shift keys, back space, space bar and keyboard for
operation.

Occasionally when setting the typewriter unit into the base the space bar line lock

pawls 2-41128 (space bar illustration) may go up between the wrong key levers, which

will cause key levers to bind.

There are certain adjustments in the machine that are more accessible v/ith the typeremoved, however, the majority of them can be made by only removing the
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REPLACING TYPEWRITER UNIT Cont.'.d.

Replace rear panel 2-41089 and top cover 2-41090, after replacing top cover alv/ays
test the ribbon spool shafts for free. If carriage is sluggish after replacing rear
panel, note whether rear panel is pressing against rear carriage rail.
CAUTION; Do not set typewriter on its back without using a felt pad to prevent from
marring the finish of the rear panel 2-41089.
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MARGIN STOP RACK RELEASE ,2-45832

TOP COVER APR0N»RI6HT»ASSEMBLED 2-41095

2-41094

MARGIN STOP RACK"10 SPACE-"a" g-46107
SCREW 2-40013

MARGIN STOP RACK PULL LINK g-ASflai
RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT BRACKETi RIGHTtASSEMBLED 2-42349

ECCENTRIC NUT a'40A09^

ECCENTRIC 2-42714

X
UNIT LOCK LATCH»RI0HT 2-4I0B4
••

SCREW 2-40208 i

TOP C0VER.A88EM.>44 a 46 KEY MACH.
42
•!
•• .

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT BRACKET,LEFT*AS9EM.g-42330
UNIT LOCK LATCH LEFT 2-41069
-CREW 2-40206
UNIT LOCK LATCH' SPRING Z '^ZBTO
RIBBON CONTROL LEVER KNOB

TOP COVER DETENT 2-41091

OR

SPRING 2-42871

YPE BAR BELL CRANK SPRING TENSION LEVER KNOB

2-42289

POINT "a"

RIBBON DRIVE SHAFT
ARM.ASSEM.2-46919

UNIT LOCK LATCH
PIVOT SCREW 2-40207

FRONT PANEL SCREW
2-40222

RIBBON ORIVE SHAFT SHIFT LEVER KNOb 2-42299
TYPE BAR RESTORER KEY LEVER KNOB ^-42289
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TYPEWRITER
UNIT
REMOVAL

BACK SPACE MECH/JiSM

;

This mechanism is very simple in construction and will require very little adjusting.
It is necessary as in all parts of the machine to have free moving parts.
If the back space fails to operate check the following:
See that the back space pawl spring 2-40337 has sufficient .-tension ,to hold the back
space pawl 2-42107 clear of the escapement v/heel teeth.' Also "see that the pawl is
free in movement and that the back space key lever roll'is-in alignment v/ith the back
space lever bail 2-42103 as illustrated.. ^
'

The escapement rocker body should .be .located sq
ment wheel in such a position that the tooth of
gaged by the back space pawl when back; space is
ment rocker body has been described in the text

that the loose dog holds the escape
the escapement wheel will be fully en
operated. The location of the escape
covering the escapement mechanism.
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E8CAPEHENT WHEEL lEARIHG SCR.2-40iB9

"

HUT 2-40111

ESCAPEMENT WHEEL.ASSEiH. 8SPACE

2-42753

\

2-42755

"

LOCK—
WASHER 2-40938

iO "

2-42756

2

ESCAPEMENT ROCKER

BRACKET NUT 2-40411

BACK SPACE PAWL SCREW 2-40022

BACK SPACE LEVER BAIL
BRACKET 2-42100

BACK SPACE PAWLtASSEM.8 SPACE 2-42109
10 ••
12 ••

SCREW 2-40122

2-42107
2-42115

SCREW NUT 2-40407

t-

BACK SPACE PAWL
SPRING 2-40337

*'fs •
Ml

TABULATOR BLADE

P^OWER COMB a ESCAPE
OPERATING BAIL BRACKET'
ASSEM.2-42357

BACK SPACE LEVER BAIL 2-42I0S
\SCREW, RIGHT 2-40120
SCREW NUT 2-40407

BACK SPACE LEVER BAIL SPACERiTHICK 2-42111

BACK SPACE LEVER BAIL SCREW, LEFT 2-40121
key lever BRACKET 2-41155

KEY LEVER SPRING ANCHOR

1i

s

2-41145
o
BACK SPACE LEVER SPRING
2-40331

BACK SPACE LEVER
PIVOT SCREW 2-40009

BACK SPACE LEVER
KEY CAP 2-41846

BACK SPACE LEVER ROLL STUD 2-40502
BACK SPACE LEVER ROLL
2-40954-42 ft 46 KEY
2-40938—6 SPACE
2-40852-44 KEY

BACK SPACE LEVER.ASSEM.
V 2-42113—42 a 46 KPY

\ 2-42129 — 42 a4S KEY-6 SPACE
\ 2-42135—-44 KEY

BACK SPACE MECHANISM
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SPACE KEY MECHAEISM

;;

The space key shaft is supported in the machine "by the hack" space key shaft pivot
screws 2-40063 and when the space bar 2-41140 is depressed, it causes the space key

shaft arm, to which the space key push link 2-41138 is attached, to move upward. The
space key push link roll 2-40856 contacts arm "C? on the escapement rocker body, caus
ing the escapement to take place. "When the escapement is complete, the space key

spring 2-403^ returns the key to its normal rest position.
ahjustments

First, the space key shaft 2-41130 should,be centrally located, free but without end
play between pivot screws 2-40063. . If there 'is end play, remove by adjusting pivot

screws 2-40063 making sure that the lock nuts 2-40411, are securely tightened .after .. ,
making this adjustment.
The height of -the space bar 2-41140 is correct when the bottom of space bar is level

with the top.bf the::machine frame front (center). This adjustment is made by forming
the space,key upstop 2-41143.

Refer to illu-stration sub-viev/,

•With the space bar 2-41140 depressed, the top Of - the space bar should be flush with
top comer of,machine frame (front). This adjustment is made by adjusting the space
key down stop screws 2-41146. ■ - Refer to illustration sub-view.

The space key push link.guide. 2-41124-screw hole is elongated to facilitate adjusting
the push'lihk to .its proper position.

It is preferable to have the push link-roll

.2-40856 .located near the front end of aim "C".

This position makes , the space key

operation easier. Unhook the space key spring 2-40340 and test space key mechanism
for freedom' of movement. The space key push link 2-41138 must be free in its guide
2-41124. . V/hen testing the space key mechanism for freedom of movement hold forward on
the lower part of the escapement rocker body, noting carefully if any binding exists.
If the.mechanism seems to be sluggish or binding, check again for freedom as.already

explained. After-this has been done be sure-to hook-up-the space key-spring"-2-40340.
Adjust the push link eccentric 2-41127 until the escapement takes place when the space

Ibar' is within 1/16" of the space key down stop screws 2-41146. If the eccentric does
not give enough movement to the push link to get this condition it will be neOessary

>,to maul or,pein .the space..,key shaft arm at point "A" to lower it, or at point -"B" to

'■ ■ /

raise-'iit,'" .

^ Check the space key line lock pawl pivot screvfs 2-40040 and nuts .2-40409 to see that

• they, are tight. If these are loose it permits the space key line lock pawls to vi
brate,,.-cauising a noisy space, key operation.
¥hen the .space key is depressed against down stop screws 2-41146, the escapement rock
er body 2-42603 must not limit against upper rocker body stop'screw 2-40100 shown on

escapement-illustration;(rear, view).

•
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SPACE KEY UP STOP 2-41143

SPACE KEY UP STOP SCREW 2-40216

ESCAPEMENT ROCKER 2-42603

SPACE KEY DOWN STOP SHIM 2-41136

SPACE KEY SCREW
2-40092

UNIT LOCATING PLATE DOWEL
SPACE KEY PUSH LINK ROLL

ARM"C

2-40567

2-408S6

hit*

SPACE KEY PUSH LINK.ASSEM.

2-41138

UNIT LOCATING PLATE.RIGHT 2-41019

SPACE KEY PUSH LINK GUIDE

f 2-41124

•

SCREW 2-40134

SCREW 2-40224

i

Z7'

SPACE KEY LINE LOCK PAWL 2-41128

SPACE KEY PUSH LINK ECCENTRIC

2-41127 SCREW g-40lll

^

PIVOT SCREW 2-40040
ECCENTRIC 2-42324

w

^ SPACE KEY OOWN6T0P.ASSEM.2-4II46

!rJt

SCREW 2-40040

SCREW NUT 2-40409

SPACE KEY SPRING 2-40340

>*1

®

TV

SPACE KEY lever SCREW

SPACE KEY DOWN STOP SCREW NUT 2-40409

2-40004

SPACE KEY PUSH LINK

SCREW NUT 2-40401

I
m

SPACE KEY SHAFT ARM SCREW
~~--_2-40004

r/iri

SPACE KEY SPRING SCR.
2-40119

0

SPACE KEY SHAFT ARM

I
ACE KEY LEVERrRIGHT

SPACE KEY SHAFT PIVOT SCREW

2-40063 NUT 2-40411

UP"
SPACE KEY ASSEMBLED
40

SPACE KEY SHAFT.ASSEMBLED
2-41130

SPACE KEY UP STOP FELT 2-41144
SPACE KEY LEVER.LEFT
SPACE KEY UP STOP 2-41143

.^4

SPACE

KEY

MECHANISM

RIBBON DRIVE MECHANISM

The drawings covering this mechanism show in detail the assembly of the parts which
govern the ribbon drive and reverse. The movement of the parts originate at the car
riage spring drum which through the spring drum pinion 2-46509, spring drum pinion
shaft 2-46507 and ribbon drive gear 2-46516 drives the ribbon drive shaft arm. 2-46519.
On the ribbon drive shaft arm 2-46519 are mounted the ribbon reverse cam left 2-46536

and ribbon reverse cam right 2-46536. The reverse cam left 2-46536 is set between the
arms of ribbon drive shaft shift lever 2-46525 as shown on the drav/ing. The ribbon
reverse detent plate 2-46524 controls,the right and left positions of the ribbon drive

shaft arm 2-46519. When the ribbon driving gear 2-46538 (right) is in mesh with the
right ribbon spool shaft pinion 2-42310 the ribbon will wind on to the right spool un

til the left spool is empty. At this point the ribbon reverse tripping lever raises
and allows the left ribbon reverse plunger 2-46521 to engage the ribbon reverse cam
left 2-46536.

This causes the ribbon drive shaft arm 2^,45519 to be shifted to the

left which reverses the travel of the ribbon onto the left, or empty spool.

'

..ADJHSIMENTS . .

We will assume for explanation that the assembly of the ribbon mechanism has been made
according to sketch but not adjusted.
It is first necessary to adjust the up and down play and the tension of the ribbon
spool shafts right 2-46532 and left 2-46534. There is one shaft tension spring collar

2-40861 on each shaft. Loosen the set screws 2-40110 in both ribbon spool■shaft ten
sion spring collars 2-40861, also loosen set screws 2-40110 in both right and ..left
ribbon spool shaft pinions 2-42310. Place .008 thickness gage between top of ribbon
spool shaft space collar 2-40952 and bottom of ribbon spool shaft bracket (right)
2-42329. Hold down on top of ribbon spool shaft right 2-46532 and at same time.^ hold
upward on the ribbon spool shaft pinion 2-42310 and tighten its set screw 2-40110.

Remove .008 thickness gage and check ribbon spool shaft 2-46532 for play and also free
to spin.

Repeat this operation and adjust left ribbon spool shaft 2-46534-

Ribbon spool shafts right and left are not interchangeable.

When ribbon reverse trip

lever is facing you and narrow slot for ribbon is on left side it is .the right: ribbon
spool shaft 2-46532, if the narrow slot for ribbon is on the right side of ribbon re

verse trip lever it is the left ribbon spool shaft 2-46534.
The tension of the ribbon spool shafts right 2-46532 and left 2-46534 should be just

enough to support the weight of a full spool of ribbon and ribbon v/'inding disc
2-42346 without any.drop or sag in shafts. This is adjusted by the ribbon spool
shaft tension, spring■collars 2-40861 which when positioned on the shaft v/ill compress
or release the tension of the ribbon spool shaft spring 2-40369. After adjustments
are made tighten set. screws 2-40110 in collars 2-40861 and see that the ribbon re

verse pliingers right and left and their tripping levers are free.in their movement.
Check screws 2-40214 iii both the right and left ribbon reverse cams 2-46536 and see .
that they are tight and also make certain that the cam surface of these cams are set ;

opposite to each other on shaft. . The; reason for this is' in case an operator should'
take the ribbon completely off the machine v/hich would permit, .both.ribbon reverse
plungers 2-46521 to engage both cams which wpuld lock up the-ribbon driving mechanism
if used iinless set opposite as shown in the illustration.
Next adjust the ribbon reverse detent 2-46524.

Loosen the two ribbon reverse detent

screws 2-40011 and set screw 2-40110 "in right ribbon driving gear 2-46538.

Have de

tent set with toggle.to rear as shown in illustration, also have detent stud engaged
in .slot of the right- ribbon driving gear 2-46538. : Move the ribbon reverse detent

on its.shaft until ribbon driving gear right 2-46538 meshes correct with right ribbon
spool shaft pinion 2-42310. The gears should be meshed-deep enough to insure positive
feed and yet have a slight amount of play, between the pinion and drive gear at all

. Au^st, 1942
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ADJUSTMENTS Cont'd.

positions around the pinion. When correct position of detent has been determined,
tighten the set screws 2-40011. Next slide the ribbon drive shaft arm 2-46519 to the
extreme right and tighten set screw 2-40110 in the right ribbon driving gear 2-46538.

Set the ribbon reverse detent 2-46524 to the front and lift up on the ribbon drive
shaft shift lever 2-46525 and position the left ribbon driving gear 2-46537 until its
gear is correctly meshed with the ribbon spool shaft pinion 2-42310 and tighten set
screw 2-40110.

Remove the typewriter unit from the machine frame and check the spring drum pinion
2-46509 it must be meshed with the carriage spring drum gear deep enough to insure
positive drive and yet have a slight amount of play at all points. This adjustment is
obtained by the spring drum pinion support adjusting screw 2-40153.

Next loosen the two spring dr\im pinion shaft support screws 2-40004 and position the
spring drum pinion shaft support 2-46508 for proper mesh up of ribbon drive gear
pinion 2-46537 with ribbon drive gear 2-46516.
Adjust spring drum pinion release bell crank eccentric 2-46565 until there is .003

clearance betv/een bottom of spring drum pinion release bell crank adjusting screw

2-40081 (Point "A") and top side of lip which it operates. If the condition just
described can not be obtained by adjusting eccentric it will be necessary to remove
the carriage and adjust screw 2-40081 up or down until eccentric will handle the ad

justment. However the eccentric is in the machine for convenience of making this ad
justment without haying to remove the carriage each time.

If the above adjustments have been made carefully as outlined, when an operator re
leases either right or left carriage release levers to move carriage to the left or
tabulator key is operated the spring drum pinion support 2-46526 with gears should

swing clear of the spring drum gear so that ribbon will not travel on these two opera
tions, if ribbon did travel it would take up the slack in same. This slack is neces
sary for accurate ribbon covering particularly when using the lov/er half of ribbon;

Make sure when replacing the typewriter unit in the machine that arm "B" is placed
over its stud 2-40606 of the ribbon drive gear 2-46516.

CAUTION: Do not force the unit into position until this is checked otherwise the stud
2-40606 may be loosened or knocked out.

Shift the ribbon drive shaft arm 2-46519 to

right and left positions and see that it has a good hold on stud 2-40606. Try ribbon
for reversing on both right and left spools near end of writing line. There should be
no uneven spacing of letters as reverse takes place.

Printed in U.S.A.
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CARRtAQE TAPEiASSEM.-A.B.C.ORD CA^lAQE 2-42033

RIBBON DRIVE MECHANISM

SPRING DRUM PINION RELEASE BELL CRANK ADJUST.

SCREW 2-40081

SPRING bRUM.AS5EM.2"4206g

NUY 2-40409

Ol :

2-46326
CARRIAGE RELEASE BLADE

SPRING DRUM PINION SUPPORT SPRING
2-42886

SPRING DRUM PINION SUPPORT ADJUST. SCR.2-40IS3-NUT 2 40409

CARRIAGE RELEASE

LEVER.RIGHT

..

ASSEMBLED "A"
2-4534

<i3> 1

SPRING DRUM PINION.A8SEM. 2-46509 '
RIBBON DRIVE PAWL CARRIER. COMPLETE 2-46510
SET SCR.2-40240-SPRING 2-40301- PAWL 2-42301- STUD 2-40577

II Ail

SPRING DRUM PINION SUPPORT.ASSEM.2-46526
PIVOT SCREW 2-40203 NUT 2-40409

©

RIBBON DRIVE GEAR PINION 2-46537
SET SCREW 2-40240
SPRING DRUM PINION SHAFT
SUPPORT SCREW 2-40004

RIBBON DRIVE SUPPORT AND UNIT
LOCATING PLATE.COMPLETE
LEFT 2-46613

ESCAPE.LOOSE DOG RELEASE.

ASSEM.2-46S30-SHAFT 2-42602
SPRING DRUM BRACKET.A88EM.2-46562'RETAINER SCR.2-400II

RIBBON DRIVE GEAR.ASSEM.
2-46516

SPR.DRUM PINION RELEASE BELL CRANK ECCENTRIC 2-46566-NUT2-40409
SPR.
NION RELEASE LINK 2-46566

STUD 2-40607

umSISCTg

"^bBON winding DISC 2-42346

^^^J^^^;^3iBB0N CASEiLEFT.ASSEM. 2-42339

RIBBON WINDING DISC 2-42346

\

o

^■^^^^^?^^5PRING DRUM PINION SHAFT 2-46S07-SUPP0RT 2-4650^ > \^

STUD

2-40606

RIBBON CASE.RIGHT. ASSEM. 2-42338

PINION SUPPORT PIVOT SCR.2-40203 NUT 2-40409
RIBBON GUARD 2-42343

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT.LEFT.ASSEM. 2-46534 SPRING 2-40369

^

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT TENSION SPR.COLLAR 2-4Q86I SET SCR.2-40llo[
RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT BRACKET.LEFT 2-42350

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT PINION 2-42310 SET SCREW 2-40110

.1 V

'•i',
{

.1

ro

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT SPACE COLLAR 2-40952

Qm

' / RIBBON REVERSE PLUNGER 2-46521

RIBBON REVERSE TRIPPING LEVER

/ / RIBBON REVERSE CAM 2-46636

X^XmBBQN DRIVING GEAR.LEFT 2-46537-SET SCREW 2-40110
RIBBON DRIVE SHAFT ARM.ASSEM.2-46519

/

K ^

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT SPACE COLLAR 2-40952

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT.RIGHT.ASSEM.2-46532

/ RIBBON DRIVING GEAR.RIGHT 2-4653e-SET SCR.2-40II0

RIBBON REVERSE DETENT SPRING 2-40368

\

rrftss

SPRING 2-40369

RIBBON REVERSE DETENT PLATE.ASSEM
2-46524-SCREW 2-40011

*k

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT TENSION SPRING COLLAR
2-40061- SET SCREW 2-40110

=^1

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT BRACKET.RIGHT 2-42329
TABULATOR KEY UPSTOP 2-43021
RIBBON DRIVE SHAFT SHIFT LEVER 2-46525
KNOB 2-42289

RIBBON SPOOL SHAFT PINION 2-42310
SET SCREW 2-40110

<5
CQ'

.3RIBBON REVERSE PLUNGER 2-4652

RIBBON REVERSE CAM 2-46536- SCREW 2-40214

•H

RIBBON COVER MECHANISM

In describing the movement of this mechanism, we will assume that all parts are free
and that the adjustments are correct. The ribbon universal bar 2-42281 is supported
by the ribbon universal bar pivot screws 2-40164 in the base of the machine, under the
key levers.

Vhen the key lever is depressed, the ribbon universal bar moves downward and as the

universal bar is on a pivot, the arm "A" moves upwaiSi, causing the toggle link to move
the front lower part of the toggle bell crank "B" upward. This upward movement is
transferred to the ribbon actuator arm 2-46569 by the ribbon lift push link 2-42284.
The ribbon jlift push link stud 2-40571 fits into the slot of the ribbon actuator arm
2-46569 (the lower end of ribbon lift push link 2-42284 is attached to the lower front
extension 6f the toggle bell crank "B" as illustrated).

Vhen the ribbon control lever 2-46568 is in its upward position it will cause the rib
bon lift push link stud 2-40571 to be in the front end of the slot "C" in ribbon actu

ator arm 2-46569; this causes the type to print on the upper half of ribbon, Vhen the
ribbon control lever is set to its lower position, it causes the ribbon control shaft

lever 2-42285:::t"o move "the"upper end of the'ribbon lift push link 2-42284 to the rear,
positioning ribbon lift push link stud 2-40571 to rear end of slot "C". This causes
the type to print on the lower half of the ribbon.

Vhen the ribbon control lever 2-46568 is set
control shaft will hold the ribbon lift push
iibbon lift push link stud 2-40571 will move
ing the ribbon carrier 2-46570. Vhen ribbon

at white dot or stencil position, the
link in a central position, so that the

up and dov/n in slot "C without operat
universal bar and all parts related to

the ribbon cover are in normal position, the ribbon actuator arm 2-46569 limits on
ribbon actuator arm stop pin 2-40500.
ADJUSTMENTS

■¥e will assume that the machine has been - ad justed for "l-on feet" _and motion, .and that
the machine is equipped with a J inch black and red ribbon. (Machines with larger

type are equipped with 9/16 inch ribbon carrier). The black or upper half of the rib
bon is adjusted for cover first.

Check the ribbon-universal bar 2-^^

for end play between pivot screws 2-40164. Ex

cess, play should be removed by loosening the ribbon universal bar pivot screwr nut
2-40407 andi'tightening the-pivot screws 2-40164.

Tighten nut when adjustment is com

pleted.

It is,irapoftaht that all play be removed and :that the ribbon universal bar is perfect
ly freei Excess end play in the ribbon universal bar will result in the ribbon not
throwing the same distance at all times.

See that the ribbon universal bar 2-42281 is level; this can be tested by depressing
key levers z, n and / — ajl three type bars travel same distance about J inch before

key levers, u

ribbon universal bar. This lead^ can be changed by forming points

"D" of key-lever clamp 2-41106 towardYront or back' of machine.

Loosen the ribbon lift toggle screw 2-40066 and set the ribbon lift toggle bell crank

.eccentric 2-41142 with the big side to bottom. Lock the eccentric in this position

with the lift toggle screw 2-40066 and its nut 2-40409. This is a temporary setting
and it may be necessary to adjust it„again later.

NOTE: There are,certain adjustments'pertaining to the ribbon covering mechanism that

are more accessible with the typewriter unit removed from the base such as adjusting
the ribbon control- shaft by set screws 2-40110.

August, 1942
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ADJUSTMENTS Cont'd.

Set the ribbon control lever 2-46568 in its stencil position, which is white dot on
front panel. Loosen the two ribbon control shaft arm set screws 2-40110 and move the
arm "F" until when a key lever is depressed stud 2-40571 will go up directly into cen
ter of vertical slot at top of slot "C". The closer this adjustment is made the bet
ter other ribbon covering adjustments will come out. While holding arm "F" as de
scribed tighten the two ribbon control shaft arm set screws 2-40110.
Set ribbon control lever 2-46568 to top position which is blue dot.

Form lower ex

tension "E" making sure that stud in ribbon control lever 2-46568 sets securely in its
position in ribbon control lever detent spring 2-42887. Depress-the shift lock key
and test the black cover by striking off a few capital "HHHHH". They should strike in
the center of the black or upper half of ribbon. If the type strikes high on the rib
bon, it will be necessary to turn the ribbon lift toggle bell crank eccentric 2-41142
toward the front; after adjusting the eccentric, lock its position with ribbon lift
toggle screw 2-40066 and try the cover again with the capital "H". If the type is

striking too low on the ribbon, reverse this procedure. Test black covering by typing
the alphabet and numerals in both upper and lower cases. The black upstop "G" pre
vents the ribbon from overthrowing and printing bottom of characters red. No adjust
ing necessary on this upstop.
Set the ribbon control lever 2-46568 to red dot which is lower half or red ribbon

position. Form upper extension "E" making sure that stud in ribbon control lever
2-46568 sets securely in its position in ribbon control lever detent spring 2-42887.
Strike off the alphabet and numerals of both upper and lower cases. Foim the ribbon

actuator arm stop 2-42276 until the ribbon actuator arm 2-46569 almost limits against

it when the key lever is depressed. This stop prevents the ribbon from overthrowing
and failing to print the bottom of red characters. If the ribbon carrier goes up and
does not drop back down it is an indication that the ribbon actuator arm stop 2-42276
is formed too low.

When ribbon control lever 2-46568 is set at white dash (-) on front panel the face of
type will strike in center of ribbon, therefore if a solid black ribbon is used the

customer cm get more wear from the ribbon than was possible with old style construc
tion
using the center of ribbon. There is no adjustment on this. It will be cor

rect if black and red portion of ribbon is covering correctly.
When shifting the ribbon control lever 2-46568 from black to red or visa versa, there
should be no movement in the ribbon carrier 2-46570. If the ribbon carrier moves it

indicates that the top of stud 2-40571 is rubbing the top of slot "C.

Check the following adjustments in regard to movement in the ribbon carrier 2-46570,
when shifting the ribbon control lever: Ribbon universal bar 2-42281 limiting against
under sides of key levers, which could be caused by improperly adjusted ribbon lift
toggle bell crank eccentric 2-41142 or one of the individual fiigers^G" on the ribbon

universal bar may be formed higher than necessary or rear side of spring clip on rib
bon lift push link 2-42284 interfering with toggle bell crank "B" when set on red.
The fingers "G" on the universal bar provide an individual adjustment in case the rib
bon carrier does not raise the proper height on a few characters.

The ribbon universal bar, ribbon carrier, ribbon lift push link, etc. are restored to
their normal position by the ribbon universal bar spring 2-42886.

Hold the ribbon actuator arm bracket support 2-41954 to the rear when tightening sup
port screws 2-40111. This will prevent the front end of ribbon actuator arm 2-46569
from binding on rear side of segment.

Printed in U.S.A.
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RIBBON

RIBBON CONTROL LEVER>COMPLETE 2-46S6S

COVER MECHANISM

KNOB 2-42289

RIBBON ACTUATOR ARM BRACKETiASSEM.2-42200

RIBBON ACTUATOR ARM BRACKET SUPPORT

SPACER 2-42290 SCREW 2-40011

2-41964

RIBBON CONTROL LEVER DETENT SPRING
42887 NUT 2-40425 SPACER 2-40955

SCREW 2-40III

RIBBON ACTUATOR ARM 2-46569 SPACER2-408SO

RIBBON ACTUATOR ARM SCREW 2-40010
NUT 2-40408

i

RIBBON ACTUATOR ARM STOP 2-42276
SCREW 2-40065 STOP PIN2-40500

j
/
LOWER EXTENSION"E" /

UPPER EXTENSION"E

/RIBBON LIFT
PUSH LINK STU

RIBBON LIFT TOGGLE SCREW 2-40066

2-40571 ^

BELL CRANK ECCENTRIC 2-41142 ^

RIBBON

^CONTROL SHAFT

WASHER 2-40881
SCREW NUT 2-40409

ARM.ASSEM.2-42842
SET SCREW 2-40110

T,, ^—
V
RIBBON CONTROL
RIBBON CARRIER.ASSEM.>^
2-46570
EM.k 2-46570\
SHAFT LEVER.
^
\ASSEM.2-42286
PIN 2-40501

SLOT C.

RIBBON CONTROL SHAFT COLLAR 2-40881

SET SCREW 2-40174

II ••11

1

KEY LEVER BRACKET
2-41155

^

RIBBON LIFT PUSH LINK,ASSEM.2-42284'
RIBBON UNIVERSAL BAR SPRIN.G 2-42886

\ HOOK 2-42283 SCREW 2->»0'll4

FRONT PANEL 2-46861
SCREW 2-40222

, I
II •^.ll

A
ll^ll

FINGERS 6
I ^11

A

KEY LEVER CLAMP 2-41106
&

II .^11

D

KEY LEVER FULCRUM WIRE 2-41103
RIBBON UNIVERSAL BAR COMPLETE 2-42281
PIVOT SCREW 2-40164

NUT 2*40407

TYPE ACTION I«4E.CHANISM

Freedom.of parts in the key lever and type bar connections Is most important.

bTien

the key lever 2-41222 is depressed it fuicrums on the key lever fulcrum wire 2-41103.
The type bar bell crank 2-41522 is made to travel tov/ard front of machine by the type
bar bell crank link being positioned over stud "A" on the key lever 2-41222. Since
the upper end of the type bar bell crank 2-41622 is connected to the type bar 2-41783
by a type bar link 2-41432, it pivots the type bar 2-41783 on the type bar fulcrum
wire 2-41594 and causes the type bar to travel in an arc which ends when the type
strikes the platen roll.

The tension of the following springs aid in the return of key lever and type bar con
nections to normal position:
Key lever spring 2-40331
Type bar bell crank spring 2-40338

Escapement rocker spring 2-40300 (Escapement illustration)
lype bar universal bar. oscillator spring 2-42862 (Escape
- ■

ment illustration)

Test key levers to see that they move freely in the slots.of key lever comb ,2-41151.
Check to see that the type bar bell: crank'link.does hot bind-on stud "A" in the key

lever 2-41222 and that the type bar link'is of the proper form to prevent bind be
tween the type bar/'bell crank 2-41622'and type bar 2-41783.
After'key lever 2-41222 has been :struck, the type bar 2-41783 should return to rest
position at the, type , bar cushion 2-43943-without;tension, of'the',-type bar universal bar

or -escapeifient:rocker spring- 2-40300,.' (Escapement illustration) '- Try -each type Toar for
■freedom of movement, if. sluggish examine points mentioned in the above-paragraph,, and
examine - the slots in type bar segment 2-47050 and type bar'bell crank bracket 2-43934
to'. see that .;they are- clean, and free . of foreign substance.

.There , 'are 10 different kinds of type - bar-links as shown, on illustration -below:

2-41410

2-41410

2-41432

«■

($)

9.

(?)
'9

^0/

O3T025

'6T02I
22
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TYPE ACTION MECHANISM (Cont.)

Since there are ten different kinds of type bar links, it will be necessary to re
place them in their original position after removing type bars and segment for clean
ing. One method is to drill forty-two holes in a small board, numbering the holes
consecutively from one to forty-two and as the type bar link is removed from the num-

'ber one type bar, place it in the number one hole of boa2?d, etc. The left end of type

bar fulcrum wire is copper plated and must be replaced correctly or alignment may be
affected.

°

CAUTION: DO NOT TIGHTEN FULCRUM WIRE RETAINER SCREWS 2-48010 UNLESS YOU ARE SURE THEY
WILL CLEAR ENDS OF FULCRUM WIRE.

Freedom of links are of the utmost importance, because they not only cause sluggish
type bars but will also cause sluggish action to the type bar segment 2-47050 when the
shift keys are allowed to restore slowly. Type bar links from sixteen to twenty-one
and twenty-three to twenty-eight are both straight, so they should be inter-changeable. Use light keystone grease sparingly in holes for connecting links at top of
tjrpe bar bell cranks - apply type oil to rear ends of connecting links with camel hair
brush using care not to get oil in slots of segment. Service Department order type
bar links 2-40410 and form them for position to be used, 2-41432 are center links
which are ground for clearance.

The type bar restorer 2-41412 is designed in case an operator has a colliding of type
bars and they stick near the type bar guide 2-41799 the operator can restore them

(without getting hands inky) by pressing dovaiward on the type bar restorer key lever
knob 2-42289, which is conveniently located in the upper left front comer of the
front panel 2-46861 not shovm.

This restorer makes it unnecessary for the operator to touch face of type.
The type bar restorer -2-41413 is supported by pivot screws 2-40057 which are located

in the upper rear corner of the right and left ribbon spool brackets.. The restorer is
held to its forward position by the type bar restorer spring 2-40332 which is attached
to the left end of the restorer. The front end of type bar restorer spring 2-40332 is
attached to stud as illustrated.

Check restorer in its normal position to see that the front lov/er part does not limit
against the ribbon drive shaft 2-46519 (ribbon drive illustration). The forward limit

for type bar restorer is the lower rear edge of type bar restorer key lever 2-41413
at point marked XX on illustration.
TOUCH REGULATOR

The touch regulator feature makes it possible for operators to adjust the key touch. •
If type bar bell crank spring tension lever knob 2-42289 is'lowered"it~ will cause the

type bar bell crank spring anchor 2-43932 on which the type bar bell crank springs
2-40338 are attached, to move tov/ards the rear, thus increasing the tension on the

type bar bell crank spring 2-40338, which results in a snappier type bar and key lever
action.

If the type bar bell crank spring tension lever knob 2-42289 which is conveniently lo
cated at the upper right corner of the front panel 2-46861 not shown is set to #1

position the key touch will be light but as it is lowered to 2, 3, 4, or 5th positions
the key touch will increase slightly and result in a faster operating machine, as men
tioned above.

The type bar bell crank spring tension lever 2-43906 must be formed to the right so
that rib on same will engage securely the notches of type bar bell crank sprincr ten
sion lever detent 2-43907.

Printed in U.S.A.
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TOUCH EEGULATOR, Cont'd.

The type bar bell crank springs 2-40338 are all of the same tension.

Key levers should limit on up-stop 2-41118.
the same tension.

August, 1942
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Key lever springs 2-40331 are all of

FULCRUM WIRE RETAINER SCREW2-48QIQ
TYPE BAR SEGMENT 2-47050

TYPE BAR GUIDE 2-41799

TYPE BAR BELL CRANK SPRING TENSION TOGGLE 2-43910
POST NUT 2-40411

TYPE BAR CUSHION

BRACKET SCREW 2-40244

A
TYP£ BAR BELL CRANK SPRING TENSION
LEVER 2-43906-P0ST NUT 2-40409-

WASHER 2-40904-KN0B 2-42289

TYPE BAR 2-41703
FULCRUM WIRE 2-41594

sss

TYPE BAR LINK (CENTER) 2-41432
_!!

::

"

TYPE BAR BELL CRANK SPR
TENSION LEVER DETENT
2-43907

(ENDS) 2-4Q4IQ

TYPE BAR BELL CRANK SPRING ANCHOR 2-43932
KEY LEVER BRACKET 2-41135

SIDE PLATE SUPPORT BRACKET SCREW 2-40241
TOP COVER DETENT ARM.LEFT 2-41092

\ SPRING 2-42071-PIVOT SCREW 2-40210

TYPE BAR

RESTORER
' 2-41412

S3S*

I

...

A

TYPE BAR
CUSHION.ASSEM

'

2-43943

TYPE BAR BELL
CRANK BRACKE
--439

m

STUD "A"

xm

UNIT

ADJUST.SCR. A
2-40094
UNIT ADJUSTING PLATE 2-41021
SCREW 2-40093

KEY LEVER UPSTOP 2-41118

UNIT LOCK LATCH.LEFT 2-41088-PIVOT SCREW 2-40207
SCREW 2-40208

TYPE BAR RESTORER KEY LEVER 2-4t4l3-SPRING 2-40332-KN0B2-42289

TYPE BAR BELL CRANK 2-41622
SPRING 2-40338

KEY LEVER FULCRUM WIRE 2-41103
KEY LEVER.ASSEM. 2-41222-SPRING 2-40331
TYPE BAR BELL CRANK FULCRUM WIRE 2-41^06

KEY LEVER COMB 2-4IISI

TYPE
ACTION

SHIFT MECHMISM

It is very import^t that in adjusting the shift mechanism to hold all pivot points
and connecting adjustments to a minimum of end play, yet still he free in their move^
ment. Any excess play will result in poor alignment ,;^and shift motion.

Vith typewriter unit out of base, check the, shift lever shaft 2-41808 for end play be
tween pivot screws, play to be removed from shift lever shaft by pivot screws 2-40002
after loosening the shift lever shaft pivot screw nut 2-40411. Tighten nuts securely
after adjustment is completed.

Check the segment shift rocker 2-43800 for end play between its pivot screws. Excess :
play to be removed by its pivot screw 2-40002 after loosening the shift rocker pivotscrew nut 2-40411. Tighten nut securely after adjustment is made. Replace type
writer .unit in base.

Loosen the front and rear segment shift stop screw nuts 2-40410 and back out the two
segment shift stop screws 2^-40019 until they do not limit the movement of type bar^segment 2-47050 when-shifting.

^

We will assume tha-t all adjustments of the shift.mechanism are out except those men
tioned above. It is important that the adjustments' are made' in order as listed be
llow.

.

;' -

..

1. - Adjust rear shift toggle lever stop screw •2r-40163 until shif.t toggle'link ■-."E't-and
■ !'F' are in a straight line' as shown'in illustration.

,

. ,-

2. Adjust lower shift -toggle lever eccentric "G" 2-41849 with large side to; bear'of
. machine -until lo-wer case letters, are on .feet top and bottom. Test'by striking key
• lightly to see if -type prints same density at both top. and bottom. .
.L.

NOTE: . After adjusting lower, eccentric.."C". make, sure bhat toggle-;links J-E". -arid -TF" are

,.s-till in a straight line. If .not adjust rear shift lever stop screw 2-40163 again.

Links "E" and."F" must be straight to prevent segment from bouncing downward.after ;

■using shift-key .and to keep segment. locked in position. ■ ,
3. Adjust rear segment-shift stop screw 2-40019 until there „is.no-no-ticeable up and'
V . : down play.in segment when in normal position. Test by trying to move segment up
and dov/n by holding to type guide.

NOTE: Do np-b run_ screw 2-40019 dov/h any further than to take play out or segment and

shift ksys will bind and not return to normal position. Be sure to lock rear segment
shift-stop screw.2-40019 by its nut 2-40410 to retain adjustment.

4. ■ Adjust the front shift toggle-lever stop screw 2-40163 until toggle links "A" and '
"B" are in a straight line when shift keys are depressed. (Not locked by shift
lock).

■

.

■

5. "Adjust upper eccentric "D" until motion is obtained such as HhHhHhHh.

6. Adjust the front segment shift stop .-screw 2-40019 until there is no noticeable up
and dov/n play in segment when shift keys are - depressed.
. NO^: Do not run screw 2-40019 in too far pr there will be a bind in shift keys near
bo-Ltom of their travel. It may be necessary if motion ."HhHhH" is off slightly after
adjustment jtS is made to go back and make adjustment #5 and then make adjustment #6 a
second-time.

Check, carefully the two shift toggle lever eccentric screws 2-40133 to see that>they
are tight. ' If loose, the eccentrics-will, move, . causing motion and "on feet" adjust

ments'to "be thrown out.
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SHIFT MECHANISM Cont'd.

The shift key levers right md left should now be adjusted for height. The correct
position for them is determined by having shift key tops 1/16 inch above the lov/er
bank of keytops. This adjustment is made by loosening the shift pull wire nut and ad-

■ justing the shift pull wire sleeve nut 2-40419 to rear to raise the shift keys or visa
versa. After the correct height of shift keys is obtained, lock the shift pull wire sleeve in place with shift pull v/ire nut 2-40418.

When the above adjustment is completed check the motion "HhHhHh" again and also try.
segment for being locked in upper position (Normal) as mentioned before. If motion is

off or segment .is not locked as it should be, check the left shift key lever at point
marked "NOTE", as lever may be limiting on the tabulator key shaft if this is the case
form the shift lever for clearance at "NOTE" position.

The shift lock latch plates 2-41800 right and left are mounted to the key lever comb
2-41151 with tv/o mounting, screws 2-40092 in each lock plate. The holes in these plates
are elongated. The shift lock latch plates should be set low enough so there will be

no variation in the motion of upper and lov/er case letters. To be tested by locking
right and left shift key locks separately and striking off motion "HhHhHhHhh".

Shift lock plates must also be set even. Make the test for this by locking both shift
lock keys. Now release the locks by depressing the left shift key. The lock on the

left should release first and the one on the right should release immediately after.
Make this same test but release the locks by depressing the right shift key lever.
Tighten the shift lock plate mounting screws 2-40092 after adjustments have been made.
The tension of the shift mechanism is controlled by the two shift balance springs
2-40364 which are hooked to the lower front part of the type bar segment 2-47050. The

upper ends of these springs are attached to brackets as illustrated. The shift togcrle
lever spring 2-40367 helps to restore the shift mechanism and also holds the shift l.,'

toggle lever 2-41852 in normal position to prevent rebounding of type bar segment
2-47050.
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TYPE BAR GUIDE 2-41799

TYPE BAR SESMENT.ASSEM. WITH TYPE GUIDE 2-470sn

/

TYPE BAR FULCRUM WIRE RETAINING SCREW g-4Hnin

SCREW 2-40I5G

SHIFT
MECHANISM

SEGMENT SHIFT STOP g-4lsaB

SHIFT BALANCE SPRING g-4QaBa

(Si

SEGMENT SHIFT BRACKET Z-43a97

TYPE BAR SEGMENT BALL RACE ADJUSTING SCREW (sH0RT^g-4nig7

TYPE BAR SEGMENT BALL RACE BLOCK ADJUSTING SCREW teHORT^ e-«niPT

TYPE BAR SEGMENT BALL RACE BLOCK PULL SCREW Z-40209

P

"1

"

BLOCK e-4HII

SHIFT TJOOLE SCREW g-40l6l-NUT g-40409

TYPE BAR SEGMENT BALL RACE e-4U0«

SHIFT TOGGLE LEVER POST g-41887

SHIFT BALAHCE SPRING 2-40364

SHIFT TOGGLE LEVER SPRING g-40367 STUD e-40SBI

Q

SHIFT PULL WIRE BUSHING 2-4092

TYPE BAR segment;FULCRUM SCREW E-AOOOO

/ 1 SEOmInT SHIFT STOP SCREW (FRONT « REAR^ e-AOOIB-NUTt-404IO
0/
SEGMENT SHIFT ROCKER PIVOT SCREW g-AOOOE

SHIFT TOGGLE LEVER.ASSEM

\

-3'

.2-4IBB2

SEGMENT SHIFT ROCKER.ASSEM:2-43900

i*

KEY LEVER COMB 2-4IISI

vSs

1 SHIFT LEVER.RIGHT.ASSEM.2-4IB43

V-'MH
SHIFT TOGGLE LEVER ECCENTRIC 2-41B4ft

SHIFT TOGGLE LEVER ECCEWTRin 2*41849

\TYPE BAR SEGMENT FULCRUM SCREW NUT
2-40411
i

8HIFT

SHIFT TOGGLE LINK

TOGGLE

ECCENTRIC SCREW

BRACKET
SCREW
2-40165

2-40133

CM
SHIFT LEVER SHAFT 2-41808

SEGMENT SHIFT PULL WIRE 2-41839 SLEEVE NUTg-40419
LINK

SPRING 2-40366

CCC

NOTE

SHIFT TOGGLE LEVER
STOP SCREW 2-40163
NUT 2-40409

SEGMENT SHIFT BRACKET SCREW 2-40168

8HIFT TOGGLE BRACKET 2-41832 I

^

SEGMENT SHIFT BRACKET 2-43897

SEGMENT SHIFT ROCKER PIVOT SCREW NUT
2-4041

i

8HIFT LEVER SHAFT PIVOT NUT2-404II SCREW 2-40002

"

"

"

END SCREW 2-40005

SEGMENT CLAMP SLEEVE 2-40883

KEY LEVER CLAMP 2-41106

SHIFT LOCK LEVER SPRING 2-40313

SHIFT LOCK LATCH PLATE 2-41800

SCREW 2-40092

-S

SEQMENT CLAMP SCREW 2-40084

|g

SHIFT LOCK LATCH SPRING 2-4Q3I4

CO

SHIFT LEVER.LEFT.ASSEM.2-41844

•S
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ESCAPEMENT & TYPE BAR UNIVERSAL BAR

Loosen the screw 2-40114 for the escapement link lock arm.2-42605 at bottom of escape
ment rocker 2-42650. Remove nut 2-40411 and screw 2-40122 that holds escapement
rocker bracket 2-42690 to frame. Take escapement rocker bracket 2-42690 from ma
chine.

There are certain adjustments pertaining to this escapement which should be made when
escapement mechanism is out of the machine. Remove one of the escapement rocker pivot
screws 2-40164 and take out the escapement rocker 2-42650 complete. (Do not lose the
escapement rocker spring 2-40300). Remove the escapement loose dog silencer stop
screw 2-40081 and nut 2-40409 from the escapement rocker bracket 2-42690. Remove the
escapement wheel 2-42755 by taking' out the escapement wheel bearing screw 2-40189, nut
2-40411 and washer 2-40958.

On the rear side of the escapement' wbeel 2-42755' will be found the.loose dog silencer
2-42623, silencer friction spring ■.2-42606 and friction spring collar 2-40919. The
purpose of the loose dog .'silencer.'2-42623 is to eliminate noise ^by holding the loose
dpg-clear of-the-escapement-wheel-Tteeth-as- the carriage -is being ireturned, therefore,
..only enough tension should be. put on ^the' silencer,:friction spring .2^42606 to obtain
this result.
'
' ' ' 'l; ; •
The correct tension 'can be'obtained" by loosening set screw 2^40115. and adjusting col

lar 2-40919, which is.threaded. ' Care should-be taken on this adjustment, -if collar is
screv/ed on too far it will' slow down carriage speed and make carriage return'heavy.

..; Af'ter. adjusting the collar make sure that rear side of collar does not extend beyond
g back edge of escapement 'v/heel 2-42755, also see that set screw 2-40115 in Collar is

.tight.
.'A small amount of typewriter oil should be placed on escapement wheel bearing:.screw
.^2-40189 before mounting escapement wheel to bracket.
' ■ •

Hold: escapement wheel -2-42755 on- to .the'■ escapement rocker bracket"2-^42590 "by escape-

'ment wheel bearing screv; ;2-40189, ah'd'hold its position by washer 2-40953 and nut

.. .2-:404llv. - .-L.scapemeht.. wheel must 'be. free to turn on screw but have no noticeable end
:'play:.;;.t':TOeel
also'.run true.'

:Replace the loose dog silencer stop screw 2-40081, making sure that it is thru slot
of loose'dog'silencer 2-42623 and not run in far enough to bind rear side of escape
ment v/heel 2-42755. . This clearance can be seen by turning the escapement wheel until

' .hole is in line with the front -end of loose dog silencer stop screw 2-40081.
'The escapement loose dog -carrying arm screv/ 2-40008 should be
amount of play. Test the loose dog 2-42624 for moving freely
2-42630, both up and down and to the right or left, check the
■ spring 2-40326 for tension. The correct distance between the
is from .043 to .045. This clearance v/ill control the safety

adjusted for minimum
in the loose dog guide
escapement loose dog
loose dog and fixed dog
zone which will be men-

.' tioned later.

Replace the escapement rocker 2-42650 on the escapement rocker bracket 2-42690 and in

sert pivot screwr 2-40164, remove all end play but. have escapement rocker free between
its pivot points. Insert the escapement rocker spring 2-40300. The escapement rocker
spring adjusting screw 2-40101 head should be backed out until it is against the
escapement rpcker bracket 2-42690. If necessary .this'screw can be adjusted to put
more' .tension on the escapement'rocker. The lower escapement rocker stop screw 2-40100
should be adjusted until the front edge of loose dpg is set .015 to .020 to the rear
of front edge of escapement wheel tooth. At this point turn the escapement v^heel and

. observe the amount of hold that the loose dog silencer 2-42623 has on rear edge of.

loose dog. If the loose dog is adjusted too far forward on the escapement wheel-teeth
; the. silencer will not be able to engage loose dog correctly, and also, type bars would
pick up the escapement universal bar too soon, which affects the key touch.

^August,^1942
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ESCAPEMENT & TYPE BAR UNIVERSAL BAR Cont'd.

Hold the escapement wheel 2-42755 against the loose dog, causing loose dog to limit
against the escapement rocker and see that the face of the loose dog, v/here it con
tacts the teeth of the escapement wheel, are flush against each other. This condition

is commonly known as 6 o'clock and is adjusted by moving the escapement rocker pivot
screws 2-40164 to the right or left to get the desired results.

After this condition

is obtained check escapement rocker 2-42650 for free with no end play.
Replace the escapement mechanism complete on the machine, making sure that the hole in
lower end of tabulator friction screw arm 2-42412 is placed (as shown in tabulator

illustration) on the tabulator friction bail 2-42382. Hold downward on escapement
bracket when tightening the escapement rocker bracket screw 2-40122 and nut 2-40411.

Failing to do so may change depth of mesh of escapement wheel pinion with letter spac
ing rack. Place escapement link into position in escapement rocker, retaining it with
escapement link lock arm 2-42605, by tightening its screw 2-40114. Push the "H" type
bar to the ribbon, the escapement trip should take place as face of type touches rib
bon. Adjust by loosening escapement link nut 2-40408 and adjust escapement link
sleeve 2-42629 until desired result is obtained. Lock sleeve with nut.

After obtaining trip, hold type bar against cylinder and test lower part of escapement
rocker for small additional movement forward. The upper escapement stop screw 2-40100
should not limit movement of escapement rocker 2-42650. Make this test for same con

dition with space bar depressed against its down stops. If not the same, check care
fully the space bar adjustments and if rocker still limits against upper stop screw
2-40100, back it out slightly.

Next, test the escapement safety zone. Raise the "H" type bar slowly by hand until
escapement trip takes place at the ribbon, then allow the type bar to restore to front
of machine slowly, the second trip of escapement should occur when the face of the
t:^e is 4" to 9/16" away from the ribbon. This as mentioned before is controlled en
tirely by distance between loose dog and fixed dog which is .043 to .045. If the dis

tance is more than 9/16" there is danger of the operator piling one letter on top of
another. If less than 4" there is danger of skipping between letters. If the escape
ment loose dog carrying arm screw 2-40008 is too tight it will prevent loose dog from
stepping to the left, thereby causing machine to pile letters occasionally.
The Pica (10 pitch) escapement has fifteen (15) teeth in the wheel and fifteen (15)
teeth in.the pinion. Being an even number of teeth in both members, the escapement
can be' removed and replaced without affecting the setting of the scales and' racks.

The Elite (12 pitch) escapement has eighteen (18) teeth in the wheel and fifteen (15)

'■teeth in the pinion. When it is found necessary to remove the escapement unit or car
nage from m Elite machine, move the carriage to the left until right carriage end
cast^g limits against carriage end stop screw 2-40290, then mark the escapement wheel
so that when the ipit is replaced the teeth in the pinion will go into mesh with the
teeth in the carriage feed rack in the same position as they were before escapement or
carriage was removed from the machine. If the teeth are not positioned as stated it
will be found necessary to re-set the margin stop rack, carriage scales and tabulator
rack.

REMINGTON MODEL 17 WITH E, F AND G CARRIAGES ELITE TYPE
Setting of Escapement on Machines above J-29000

The above listed machines are sent to the field with the carriages off due to their
extreme length and added weight. The factory has received complaints from the field
stating that after placing carriages on the machines it was found necessary to read
just the margin stop rack, tabulator drop, tabulator set bracket, etc. To overcome
these complaints, place the carriages on the machines and remove the escanement com

plete.
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ESCAPEMENT & TYPE BAH UNIVERSAL BAR Cont'd.

There are two holes in the escapement wheel and when the escapement rocker body is set
for 6'o'clock position the tooth on the escapement wheel directly below the largest of
the two holes is placed against the loose dog. While holding this tooth firmly
against the loose dog, the rocker- body is set to the right or left until the face of
the tooth on escapement wheel and face of loose dog are..flush with each other. When
checking for this condition, care must be taken to see that the small hole of the es

capement wheel is in direct line with the small hole in escapement bracket. It must

be close enough so that a locating pin\(which can be made from a finishing nail about
3/32" diameter or any round stock that is .098 to .100 in diameter) can be inserted
through the escapement bracket hole and on into the hole of escapement wheel. It
should be inserted until it is ^ush with the front edge of the escapement wheel. In
the illustration it protrudes in order to see it more clearly.

Leave the locating pin in the holes as just explained. Hold down on the margin re

lease key and push the carriage to the left (looking at machine from rear) ■ until the

carriage end plate limits against' its limit screw. Hold the carriage against this
-screw-and insert—the-escapement-to--position-at rear-of-machine. - After the. escapement

has-been mounted remove the locating pin and check the scale at front of ma.chine. It
.shquld be at "0"'^position on the scale.unless the rocker body was operated while put
ting the escapement into place. If 'so return the'carriage to "0" position on-scale
and see that the holes for'locating pin line up.

.The - reason for the pin is to definitely hold the escapement wheel at a fixed position

.^sothat the proper toothof the pinion will mesh up with the proper tooth of"the let

ter spacing rack. This in turn will bring the machine back to the original factory
settings.'' '"

Thb .adju.stments listed-

are followed_by the factory on all length carriages of

both Eica. arid-Elite''machines. On the Pica escapement wheels there are 15 teeth on the
escapement -wheel and 15 teeth on the pinion.

On Elite machines there are 15 teeth

on the.:.pinion-and IB .teeth on the escapement wheel. This is why we have to v/atch the

settings on thg Elite'machines because it is impossible to have the same relationship'.
pinion and the teeth on the escapement wheel all the way

,•bStween:..the/^
-around.'
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ESCAPEMENT
BRACKET

SMALL HOLE IN
ESCAPE. WHEEL
AND BRACKET

LOCATINQ
PIN

ESCAPEMENT
WHEEL

FLUSH (FACE TO FACE^

LOOSE DOS

LARGE HOLE

TYPE BAR UNIVERSAL BAR

^

With all the escapeinent adjustments made,-we will nov? test the machine, to see if the
type bar universal bar 2-41647 is correctly adjusted.
V/e will assime that the type bar universal bar oscillator bracket screws 2-40128-are

tight, also- that the adjusting plate pivot screws 2-40004 and adjusting plate screws
2-40133 are tight and that the universal bar oscillator pivot screws 2-40060 have
been adjusted for free but no end play in the type bar universal bar oscillator
2-41428, and adjusted in such a position that the type bar universal bar guide stud
will be free in ^ide hole of type bar segment. The type bar universal bar oscillator

spring 2-42862 gives the oscillator sufficient tension to hold the type bar universal
bar to its forward position.

To test, raise the type bar "H" and see that the escapement takes place as face of
type touches ribbon, (as previously instructed). This being correct we will raise by
hand type bars #1 and #42, to see that the escapement takes place as face of type
touches ribbon. If all three type bars escape at the ribbon the universal bar is cor
rectly adjusted.
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TYPE BAR DWIVEES/JL BAE Cont'd.

Example #1: Ve will assume that.the escapement on the "H" type bar is correct, but on
the #1 type bp the escappment-.takes. place 1/8" before it touches the ribbon. It will
be^necepary in this case toi loosen the •'adjusting plate screw 2-40133 and locate the
left adjusting plate 2-43945po the',rear "slightly; this will mahe the escapement on
the #1 type bar closer to "the ribbon.'' After-locating the left adjusting plate, always
check the #42 type bar. , '

\v'hen moving the left adjus"ting.'plate tb the' rear'thb escapement on the #42 type bar
o.ccur a little sooner-than it did before, likewise,'/if the left adjusting plate
had been moved forward to'rmake the escapement on the #1 type bar escape sooner, it
would have caused the escapement on the #42 type bar 'to escape later. Adjustingplates 2-43945 are provided at both ends of the'type.bar universal bar oscillator
bracket 2-43944 and if the escapement -on the #42 type bar is not taking place at the
ribbon after locating,the left adjusting, plate we will'.'follow the same procedure in
j'lpcating the , right; adjusting plate '2-43945.

-Example -#2:... ife-'lAPill-.assume—that -the-pscapement on—'type- bars -#1—and..#42--are escaping
at the ribbon and that the center .type bar "H" is"escaping too late. This condition
can be corrected by slightly loosening the two type bar universal bar oscillator
bracket screws 2-40128 (typewriter unit out of base) and moving downward slightly the
type bar universal bar oscillator bracket.

The holes in the type bar universal bar oscillator bracket 2-43944-are-over-sized for

their bracket mounting screws 2-40128, which makes it possible to'locate this bracket

either up,or down. Moving the bracket down will cause the escapement on the center
,type bprs to occur sooner and at the same time the .escapement -on the end type bars #1
and #42 will take place later, therefore, a very slight movement of the oscillator
bracket 2-439,44-ip necessary. If the escapement on the center type bar was taking
place before the-'end tjpoe-bars, it wpuld have been necessary to move the type bar°
universal bar oscillator bracket up instead of down.

The type bar universal bar will have to be checked for proper adjustment v/ith the
..typ.0vq7it.ep. ..i^i"^ ;in the .base, but in case the unit is removed from the base for con

venience of adjiisting the 'universal bar, it is well to hold the type bar "H" against
. the an.'yil on the .segment and while holding it in this position make a mark on the type
bar universal bar guide stud- and then hold type bars #1 and #42 against the anvil to
see .L.hpt,they throw the guioe stun the S8.me distance, which can be determined by
,referring'to the mark on the guide stud. As stated before, the type bar universal bar
'vrouln have to be- checked for proper adjustment with the 'typewriter unit in the base.
Inasmuch as the t3''p0 bar segment can be removed and vifashed v/ithout disturbing the uni
versal bar, it should seldom need adjusting.
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ESCAPEMENT a UNIVERSAL BAR

ESCAPE.—REAR VIEW

ESCAPE. LOOSE DOG SILENCER STOP SCR.2-400a

ROCKER SPR. Apt, screw 2-40I0I NUT 2-40409
ESCAPEMENT

ROCKER BRACKET 2-42690

i
O

to

to

ROCKER STOP SCR. 2-40100 NUT 2-40409

ESCAPEMENT WHEEL 2-42785

ROCKER PIVOT SCR. 2-40164 NUT 2-40407

LOOSE POP GUIDE 2-42630 SCR.2-40224\

ROCKER BRACKET SGR. 2-40122

\\

o

ESCAPE.WHEEL BEARINfi SnR-g-4r>lB9
ID-<.

ESCAPE.LOOSE D06.ASSEM.2-42624

E8CAPE.WHEEL BEARING

•"CD

SPRING 2-40326

SCR.NUT 2-40411
WASHER 2-40956

ROCKER STOP SCR. CUSHION SCR.2-40020
WASHER 2-40921

LOOSE DOG CARRYING ARM SCR.2-40006
NUT 2-40406

ROCKER STOP SCR. CUSHION 2-42614

LINK LOCK ARM 2-42605 SCREW 2-40114

FRICTION SPRING

6ollar 2
2-40919
ESCAPE. OPERATING BAILiASSEM. 2-4263S
PIVOT SCR.2-40042 NUT 2-40407
T-B-U-B-O-2-41428
ESCAPE. ROCKER 2-42650
T-B-U-B-O-BRACKET 2-43944

NUT 2-40411
SCR.2-40115
FRICTION SF»R

V

2-426o6^

SCREW

2-40178

T-B-y-B-0
STANDS FOR
TYPE BAR
UNIVERSAL
BAR
OSCILLATOR

<S>

SILENCER STOP
SCREW 2-4008I
NUT 2-40409

SPRING
2-42862

LOOSE DOG SILENCER 2-42623

ESCAPE. ROCKER SPRING 2-40300

SEGMENT
2-41423

ESCAPE.LINK SLEEVE 2-42629 NUT 2-40408

TB-U-B-O-ADJ. PLATE ADJ.SCR. 2-40133 WASHER 2-40889 NUT 2-40401
T-B-U-B-O-ADJ.PLATE PIVOT SCR.2-40004 NUT 2-40407
I I

I

T-B-U-B OADJ. PLATE 2-43945

T-B-U-B-O- PIVOT SCR. 2-40060 NUT 2-40407
T-B-U-B- FULCRUM SCR. 2-40012
T-B-U-B-O- BRACKET SCR.2-40128
WASHER 2-40927

T-B-U-B
2-41647

TABULATOR MECHANISM

The depressing of the:tabulator key bar 2-42415, through connecting link 2-42440-

causes the rear end of tabulator bell crank 2-42414 (left) to move upward. The tabu
lator bell crank adjusting screw 2-40118 contacts the bottom of the tabulator stop
blade 2-42501, and :as the tabulator blade moves upward it carries the tabulator fric

tion ;bail 2-42382, which transmits a dov/nward movement to lip "B" on the escapement
lobsp dog release 2-46530, which lowers the escapement loose dog 2-42624 out of the
escapement wheel 2-42755, permitting the carriage to tabulate until tabulator stop

2-47500 (which is depressed) limits against the top of tabulator stop blade 2-42401,
stopping the' carriage.
V/hen the tabulator bar is released the escapement loose dog 2-42624 is allowed to re
store into the escapement wheel 2-42755, before the tabulator stop blade 2-42501
clears the tabulator stop, thus preventing the carriage from tabulating further.
The speed of the carriage on tabulation is controlled by friction type brake. The
tabulator friction screw arm 2-42412 has a brass friction screw 2-40044 in it, near

the;center, with the flat headed- portion of the; screw facing rear side of_escapement
wheel. The movement.of the friction, screw arm ,is controlled by the tabulator friction
bail. 2-42382, as shown on illustration,;',:;., The *:amo,uh't'of brake or friction is controlled

by-the tabulator friction spring 2-42867 "and-friction'spring screw 2-40101.
When the tabulator set key 2-42359 is operated the .tabulator stop directly above the
clear key will be depressed, therefore, it may be, cleared out again in case of error
by:,depressing the tabulator clear key 2-42360.
The tabulator stops may be restored by depressing the clear key and moving the car- ,■
.fiage to the right.
ADJUSTMENTS

.'The tabulator key bar* 2-42415, (or ■ tabulator keys on ten key machine) tabulator clear
•key 2-42360 and tabulator set key 2-42359 limit against the tabulator key upstop
;:2-43g21.
-

Vlheh the,.above keys are in position as described, adjust the screw 2-40118 in the
^tahulator bell cranks (right 2-42413 and left 2-42414) until the screws just clear the
tabulator; stOp clear blade 2-42431, tabulator stop blade 2-42501 and tabulator stop
..set blade; 2-r42356., tlien the tabulator key-bar 2-42415 or tabulator stop clear key are
depressed, the tabulator blades limit at point "X", shown on illustration.

Tabulator

•key bar 2-42415' or tabulator clear key 2-42360 are depressed separately, the tops of
the tabulator stop blade- 2t42501 and the tabulator stop clear blade 2-42431■should
clear. -stops in tabulator stop rack 2-47631 about 1/32".
If this condition does not exist and tabulator blades are limiting at point "X" shovm
on illustration; then loosen the two tabulator stop rack mouinting screws 2-40016 and
hold tabulator stop rack up to position and tighten screws. Depress set key 2-42359

and set up a continuous, numlDer of tabulator stops 2-47500 in ta.bulator rack. ; Depress

the tabulator key bar.2-42415 slowly and observe whether the tabulator stop blade
2-42501 comes up centrally betv/eeii .two tabulator stops 2-47500. . 'This adjustment is
obtained'by loosening the two tabulator rack mounting screws 2-40016 and screwing in
or out of the, tabulator stop rack adjusting screw 2-40088. Be sure that the right.end
of; tabulator, s.top rack is against'this adjusting screw and that the two tabulator stop

rack screws .2-.4'0016. are tight-and lock nut for adjusting screw 2-40088 is set when ad.ijustment is,'completed.

,After .locating the tabulator stop rack'2-47631, we will set the tabulator stop set arm
bracket, 2-45475. ,Lip .'"A" on top of the tabulator set arm bracket must contact the

.'•tops'of tabulator stops 2-47500 centrally, and should not set up more than one stpp at

. a time.

To adjust, loosen the two tajDulator set arm,, bracket screws 2-40159 and locate

■ set bracket to-.''right ,or left as desired: ■ Tighten the two tabulator'Set arm bracket
'.August, 1942
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ADJUSTMENTS Cont'd.
screws 2-40159.

When tabulator set key is operated and tabulator stop set blade limits at point "X"

but the tabxilator stops are not fully depressed, it indicates that lip "A"" should be
formed down slightly. Do not form lip "A" too low as it may rub on the tops of tabu
lator stops.

Tabulator key bar 2-42415 depressed, loose dog 2-42624 should clear escapement wheel,
adjust by forming loose dog release 2-46530 at point "C". Lip "B" on escapement loose
dog release should not limit and prevent loose dog 2-42624 from coming to correct
height.

Adjust tabulator friction arm support mounting screw 2-40230 and brass friction screw

2-40044, so that head of brass friction screw will contact rear side of escapement
wheel flush when tabulator,bar 2-42415 is depressed.

Tabulator friction bail 2-42382

when in normal position must hold brass friction screw clear of escapement wheel. Ad
just by forming the lower end of tabulator friction screw arm 2-42412 toward front of

machine. Brass friction screw must clear the escapement wheel 2-42755 slightly,
otherwise it would cause a sluggish moving carriage when operator is typing. If brass
friction screw clears escapement wheel too much, it may not move forward and engage
escapement wheel when tabulating.

In case tabulator stop blade hangs on tabulator stop 2-47500 and does not restore,
loosen nut 2-40409 on tabulator friction arm support screw 2-40230 and back screw
toward front of machine slightly - this will relieve pressure and allov^ tabulator

blade to restore. Lock nut 2-40409 after adjustment is completed and check tabulator
brake adjustments.
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tab,friction BAILi complete 2-42382

TAB;STOP RACK
SCREW 2-40016
TAB.STOP SET ARM
BRACKET SCREW

ESCAPE.LOOSE DOG WELEASE.CXOMPLETE 2-4esaQ

TAB.STOP RACK ADJ. SCREW 2-400B8 NUT 2-40409

WASHER 2-40935

TAB.STOP RACK.ASSEM. "A" LENGTH.PICA 2-47631

2-40159

ESCAPEMENT LOOSE DOG.ASSEM.2r42624

!

-A-LENCTH.ELITE 2-47638

SCREW 2-48032

escapement wheel IOSPACE 2-4ii785

TAB.BLADE UPPER
COMB SCREWS 2-40015

TAB.FRICTION SCREW ARM SCREW 2-40230
"

"

"

"

TAB.BLADE UPPER COMB.REAR

" NUT 2-40409

LIP

2-42462

TAB.STOP SET ARM BRACKET,
ASSEM.2-45475

I
!

TAB.BLADE UPPER COMB.FRONT

TAB.FRICTION SCREW

2-42481

ARM.ASSEM.2-42412
SCREW 2-40044-NUT 2-40409

NOTE! TAB. BLADE.ASSEM.2-42501 IS BEVELED TO
FIT INTO 2-42481 AND 2-42482

CARRIAGE RELEASE BLADE
ASSEM.••A"CARR.2-4534I

LIP"B

CARR.RELEASE LEVER
LEFT 2-45324

TAB.BLADE LOWER COMB B ESCAPEMENT OPERATING BAIL BRACKET 2-42357

POINT'O

SCREW2-402ea

TAB.FRICTION BAIL SPRING 2-42325
TAB.SET BLADE 2-42356

rf-v

TAB. BELL CRANK. RIGHT. ASSEM.2-42413
©"

®J //
/

ESCAPEMENT LOOSE DOG RELEASE SHAFT
2-42602—RETAINER 2*40802
SPRING 2-40355

/

7

TAB.BELL CRANK SHAFT RETAINER 2-40803
TAB.BELL CRANK SHAFT 2-42333
TAB.CONNECTING LINK 2-42440
TAB. KEY SHAFT BRACE 2-42400

\ TAB. KEY UPSTOP SCREW 2-40186
TAB.SET
KEY CARD

TAB. STOP BLADE SPRING 2*40327

2-4III5

POINT

TAB.STOP CLEAR BLADE 2*42431

TAB.SET KEY.ASSEM.2-42359

TAB. BLADE ASSEM. 2*42501
RETAINING WIRE 2-42380

TAB.KEY.ASSEM.-ONE KEY TAB.-2-4237I

TAB.BELL CRANK.LEFT.ASSEM.2*42414
ADJUST. SCREW2-40II8

TAB.KEY BAR.ASSEM. 2-42415

SPRING 2-40330
TAB.KEY UPSTOP 2*43021

TAB.KEY SHAFT 2*42352

TAB. KEY SPACER 2*40860

SCREW 2*40016 COLLAR 2*40861

TABULATOR
MECHANISM
TAB.CLEAR KEY.ASSEM.2*42360

KEY LEVER TOP-SPECIFY CHARACTER-2*4III5

MARGIN RELEASE, LINE LOCK AND BELL MECHANISM'

Assuming that the letter spacing rack-2^45968 has been adjusted for proper depth of
mesh with the escapement v/heel pinion (refer to carriage adjustments) and that the
escapement rocker has been set for 6 o'clock position (refer to escapement adjust

ments). Set the margin stop 2-45823 for left margin at 10, return the carriage to the
right until margin stop lever limits against the margin stop.
ViTien■ the _ carriage is at the left margin, .there should be a distance of .060 between
the margin stop 2-45823 and the margin stop lever, too much clearance between these

parts at the margin v/ill result in the carriage "banking over" or going one space be
yond the margin, as set. /To ^hjust, shorten the distance between the margin stop and
the margin stop lever by loosening lock nut 2-40465. and backing out on the left margin
stop' rack pivot screw ,2-40259 and loosening lock nut 2-40465 for the right margin stop
rack pivot screw and run it in to remove end play.

Margin stop rack 2-46107 must be free to pivot on these screws but without end play.
Lock nuts 2-40465 to be tight when adjustment is completed. If there is not enough
distance between the margin stop 2-45823 and the margin stop lever the result would be
irregular-margin.,.^.also. -it~would-not.be-possible to-back space-into the first space of
left margin. In this case v/e would adjust the margin stop rack 2-46107 to the right
by its pivot screws.

.^Move the carriage until 20 on the carriage scale 2-46100 is in line with the indicator
on type guide. At this point press tb the right the. ,margin stop'lever until it' 'limits
on its bracket, v/hile holding it in this position, see that the line lock trip bail- '

2-4^153 just clears its stop screw;2-40172 slightly. Line lock trip bail must-be free

on its pivot screws-2-40248.

Loosen,nut 2-40409'for the line lock bell crank throw in

-lever screw 2-40153 and back,this screw out 5 or 6 turns.

Loosen nut'2-40409 ,^on the

line lock bell crank eccentric 2-42714 and adjust this eccentric until it will hold

the line lock trip baiL 2-45153 to its highest position and .hold the eccentric to this

'adjustment-by-:its lock nut 2-40409; next set the margin stop 2-45821 at 75 and adjust
' margin stop,, rack-.pull link eccentric 2-42714 until the bell rings only once.,- '
If "the'bell rings twice it indicates that point "A" on margin stop is setting"''too
high,.'therefore the margin stop rack eccentric 2-42714 will have to be adjusted with

' the 'large,'-sM^ further to the top, if the eccentric is all the way to the-top and the
margin .stop.; is not lo'w" enough it will be necessary to form the margin'stop rack link
'.bracket- 2-45832 ,slightly lower.

rAfter'adjusting the, margin stop rack for the bell to ring correctly,.adjust the line
lock bell-crank throw in lever screw'2-40153 until it will cause the line lock univer

sal bar 2-42705 to lock all of the key levers, and space bar at 5 or 6^spaces (elite
v/ill have 7 or-'8) after the bell rings. After this adjustment is made, be sure that
the nut,'2t40409 on the'line lock bell crank throw in lever screw 2-40153 is tight.
The line lock universal bar 2-42706 must be free on its pivot screws ,2-40023.

The lip

on, the bottom of the line lock universal bar 'v/ill normally clear the key levers as

they are depressed 1/16".' - This clearance is controlled by the line lock universal bar
pull wire sleeve 2-40420 and nut 2-40408. If trouble is experienced in adjusting bell

and-line lock, check the following: Line lock trip bail 2-45153 must be level and the

tension of bell ringer- toggle spring 2-40362 and margin stop lever return spring
■ 2-.40398 are important.

¥hen the margin stop lever is to the right of the margin stop 2-45823, (i. e. making
notations outside of the left margin) as the margin stop .lever engages the bevel on
the underside of the margin stop" 2-45823 the margin stop lever should not yield-to the
right far enough to cause,the line lock universal bar to lock the key levers or, ring
the.bell. , .The above condition can be obtained by stoning off any burrs from that part
of the margin stop lever that engages the margin stop, also remove -the, margin ■s,t,op and
buff the underside of it.to a smooth finish. If after doing this you have still'not
accomplished the desired ,results it is then a matter of balancing up the spring, ten
sion of the margin stop lever return spring 2-40398 and margin release,'bell crank ..
spring 2-,.40363,.- If margin release bell crank spring 2-40363 is too weak it will-'per

mit uneven margins due.to the margin stop rack vibrating upward when carriage is slam
med back ..against.:it.
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MARGIN STOP RACK SUPPORTiRIGHT. 2-45030

MARGIN STOP RACK LINK BRACKET 2-4583g-SCREW 2-40264
RACK PULL LINK SCR. £-40177 NUT 2-4040B

MARGIN RELEASE PilLL LINK 2-45831

MARGIN STOP RACK SUPPORT.I.EFT.2-45683

'

PIVOT SUPPORT SCR,2-40Z74
MARGIN STOP I RIGHT.2-45823

STOP RACK PIVOT SCR.2-40269 NUT 2-40465
MARGIN STOP LEVER BR'K'T.ASSEM.2-4Sa4B
SCR.2-40176 ]

MARGIN STOP RACK
10 PITCH "A" CARRIAGE

/
/

\ 2-48107

/

MARGIN STOP LEVER

LINE LOCKiTRIP BAIL PIVOT SCR. 2-40240

MARGIN STOP RACK PULL LINK ECCEWTRIC 2-42714 MUT 2-40409
t
LINE LOCK BELL CRANK ECCENTRIC 2-42714 NUT 2-40409

MARGIN STOP.CENTER
\ 2-46821

MARGIN STOPi

POINT

I

c9

A

STOP SCR.

2>5

2-40260

Margin rel. bell crank bracket,assem.2-43639 3pr.2-40963

AO2.6?=

sS5

2.^
6^
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LINE LOCK BELL CRANK THROW IN LEVER SCR.2-40163 NUT g-4040»
LINE LOCK PULL WIRE SLEEVE 2-40420 MUT 2-4040B

MWE LOCK bell PN*NK BRACKET. ASSEM. g-42710

SCREWS 2-40224 8PR.i-40343

<

LINE LOCK PULL WIREi ASSEM. 2-42700

8PR. SCREW
2-40261

/

MAROIN RELEASE KEY LEVER 2-42704 SPR.2-40333

BCLL RINGER BRACKET
SCR.2-40092

LINE LOCK UNIVERSAL
BAR 2-42706
PIVOT SCR.2-40020

BELL 2-43704

SCR.2-40089 SPACER 2-40884

LINE LOCK TRIP BAIL 2-46I&3-

STOP SCR.2-40172 NUT 2-40409

LINE LOCK UNIVERSAL BAR PULL WIRE SPRING 2-40342
"

"

"

WASHER,2-40906

A Carriage

O

margin release,
LINE LOCK, a
BELL MECHANISM

PLATEN ROLL, LIKE SPACE MECHANISM

In case of trouble with the variable line space mechanism, see that the parts of the
mechanism are lubricated and that the variable line space clutch dogs 2-45093 do not
stick in their slots. Also see that the variable line space clutch dog springs
2-42866 are in good condition and functioning properly.
The variable line space clutch dog cams 2-45069 should be free in their movement and

under good spring tension, also see that'the teeth of the variable line space ratchet
(2-45040-30 tooth) are in good shape and not worn.
Vfhen adjusting the line space mechanism, see that there is no over throw or under

throw of the Platen Roll after the line space has been completed. To prevent this
condition the position of the roll on the line space ratchet detent arm (30-t6oth
ratchet) 2-45126,is correct when the roll is setting betvreen two teeth of the ratchet
2-450^ at the time that the line space lever 2-45137 has reached its full travel to
the right and the line space pawl is limiting on the variable line space ratchet
2-45040.

Adjustment is made with the. ratchet detent arm bearing eccentric 2-40993 on which the
line space ratchet detent arm 2-45126 is mounted. Tighten the line space ratchet de
tent arm bearing screw 2-40294 when tHe adjustment has been properly made.
The pressure of the roll on the line space ratchet detent arm 2-45126 against the
variable line space ratchet 2-45040 can be adjusted by the line space detent spring
anchor eccentric 2-40994 which will locate the line space detent spring anchor plate
2-45125 to front or rear until the desired pressure is obtained.

Platen roll to turn freely with no noticeable end play, end play is controlled by the
right platen thumb wheel 2-45057 which is locked to position by platen thumb wheel
locking screw 2-45054 after adjustment is made.

V/hen the left platen thumb wheel 2-43359 is tight, the variable line space knob
2-43357 muet have-end.play, test with the variable set in various positions. No end

play in this part would'indicate that the left ends of the variable line space clutch
dog..cams 2-45069.are.limiting on right end of variable line space plunger 2-43356
which would.not permit, the variable line space clutch dog cams'2-45069 to force the

variable line;space clutch dogs 2-45093 into the ratchet teeth securely, which is
necessary to obtain even spacing between lines.
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INE SPACE REGULAT0Ri30T00TH-Z-49l33

LINE SPACE GAUGE »30T00TH RATCHET 2-48126

SCREW 2-40209

7

SCREW

LINE SPACE RATCHET DETENT RELEASE LEVER 2-45131 SPR.WASHER 2-40997

40252
PLATEN LOCK LEVER BEARING SCR.*LEFT

PLATEN LOCK ADJ.SCREW 2-40265
LINE SPACE RATCHET

NUT 2-4046C

LINE SPACE DETEN^T SPR. ANCHOR SCR

DETENT SPR.ANCHOR

2-40167

/

2-46126

PLATEN LOCKiASSEM.

RT. 2-45460 LTEFT 2-46467

ECCENTRIC 2-40994

SCB. 2-40166

^

TO RATCHET !
DETENT ARM,
SPRING 2-40392

PAPER^BAIU ARM SPR.2-40371I AiBtftC

i

SCR.»LEFT

TO line SPACE
PAWL ARM

LINE SPACE PAWL SPR. 2-40391
LINE SPACE PAWL ARMi ASSEM.2-46136 BEARING SCR.2-40291

spring 2-40390

SPR.2-40390

NUT 2-40428 WASHER 2-40904

SCR.2-40272

^ LINE SPACE LINK SCR.2-40263 NUT 2-40421

LINE SPACE LEVER 2-49I3T SCR.2-40269 NUT 2-40422 WASHER 2-40933
VARIABLE LINE SPACE CLUTCH DOG CAM 2-45069 SPR.2-42S66
VARIABLE LINE SPACE CLUTCH DOG 2-45093SPR.2-408a.4

AR j\eeeu
SSEM.

LINE SPACE RATCHET DETENT
30 TOOTH 2-45126 SPR.2-40392 BEARING

COVER 2-45036 SCR.2-40071

-46294

RATCHET DETENT ARM BEARING 2-40993
LINE SPACE REGULATOR DETENT 2-45127
SPACER WASHER 2-40996 SPR.2-40391

KNOB 2-43367

VARIABLE LINE SPACE
RATCHET 30 TOOTH 2-46040

HUNGER SPR. 2-42874

PLATEN THUMB WHEEL* LEFT»ASSEM. 2-43369
PLUNGER 2-433—

PLATEN ROLL BUSHIN6»LEFT.2-40986
SPR.»LEFT 2-40324

PLATEN THUMB WHEEL *RI8HTi

ASSEM.2-45067
LOCKING SCR.2-46054

PLATEN ROLL BUSHINGiRIGHTi2-40986 SPR.iRIGHTi 2-40303

PLATEN

®

LINE SPACE MECHANISE
PLATEN ROLL 2-43646

A GRADE No.2

SEE PARTS CATALOGUE

EEMOVIHG CAREIIGE COMPLETE—>'[ETHOD #1

Remove rear panel 2-41089.

Unhook carriage tape 3-42033 by loosening its screw

2-40267 and attach to carriage tape screw 2-40119 in machine frame. Take out upper
margin stop rack pull link screw 2-40177 and nut 2-40408 (margin release illustration).
Note; When it is known that carriage only is to be removed, always take out the upper
margin stop rack pull link screw 2-40177 and nut 2-40408, as this makes it unnecessary
to adjust the eccentric screw 2-42714 at the lower end of the margin stop rack pull
link 2-45831.

CAUTION: Make n mark (pencil mark will do) on the typewriter frame at the bottom of
the front carriage rail on each side. The purpose of this mark is to facilitate-the
relocating of carriage to its proper position, which is determined by cylinder and
anvil position. ,

/

Move carriage to:the right, take out screw 2-40043 holding the adjusting eccentric

2-44516 and carriage rail to the left side of the typewriter frame; also rempye car

riage rail mounting screw 2-40155. Move carriage to the left and repeat this opera
tion, on _the_xight_s.id,e_Qf.„carriage rail.. ..Lift the carriage complete, as_.a_unit from
the machine. Note if there are any;; shims between bottom of carriage rails and top of
typeviTiter frame.
Remove carriage from carriage rails as follows: ,

Take off tabulator ..stop set arm bracket 2-45475 (tabulator illustration) by removing
two screws 2-40159. Take out the two Carriage end stop screws 2-40290 and slide the
carriage complete out of the carriage rails to-the right. Remove--one margin stop rack
sup^pdrt-piypt-screw 2-40259 and nut 2-40465 (margin release illustration) and remove
margin sstop rack 2-46107.

v ;

Replace.-,Carriage to carriage rails as follows:

,

-

-From the'right side, slide carriage into central position on rails:(carriage trucks
2-45371 out). Put in both carriage end stop screws' 2-40290. With the carriage set at
the -extreme left side, with right carriage' end casting limiting-against its~stop screw

2-40290, insert the lower front carriage truck 2-45371 from left' end of carriage and
see. that.^ roll- oii left end of truck is just inside of carriage rails. Next, with
upper-carriage truck rack screws 2-40185 loose, insert the upper rear carriage truck

to its position. ■.Without moving the carriage, look at both (right and left) ends of
carriage-truck rolls-to see that they are within the carriage rails, if so, tighten

Screws in carriage truck .rack 2-45420.
Note:,. It has been customary to move the carriage from one end of the writing line to
the other and observe if the carriage trucks are centrally located. However, it does
not apply to the Model 17 carriage. Replace the tabulator stop set arm bracket

2-45475 (tabulator illustration).

The holes of this bracket are elongated; its loca

tion cannot be determined at this time.

Attach the carriage with carriage rails to the machine; set the carriage rails to the
pencil-mark previously made and put in the two carriage rear mounting screws 2-40155,
holding carriage rails to the typev/riter frame.- Drop the carriage rail eccentrics

2-44516 in their slots of carriage rails, tum these eccentrics until the screw hole
in base lines up with the hole in the eccentric and put-screws 2-40043 in' these eccen
trics, to hold them in place.
The correct location,of theparriage can be determined as follows:

In making this

test have;one-Sheet of paper in the carriage, press down firmly on the key lever,

placing strip of paper .between the type bar and anvil and note the pressure of type
bar holding strip of p^

Release the type bar and place strip of paper between the

ribbon and paper jin carriage, then depress the key lever firmly and note the amount of

bite or hold that the -iface of type has at this point.

There should be an equal bite

or hold at both the- cylinder and anvil positions. If there is bite at the cylinder
and none at the anvil it indicates that the carriage is too far forward. Loosen the
carriage rear mounting screws 2-40155 and also the carriage rail eccentric screws
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REMOVING CARRIAGE COMPLETE—I4ETH0D #1, Cont'd.

2-40043 and_adjust the eccentrics 2-44516 until the carriage does have cylinder and
anvil position, as described. Adjust botn sides of the carriage to the front or rear
simultaneously, keeping the carriage rails parallel with the type bar segment.
CAUTION: If the machine' is to do neat work it is imperative that the cylinder and an
vil position is adjusted correctly. If the carriage is located too far to the rear it

will result in light print work and poor carbon copies, if the carriage is too far to
the front the result will be blurred print work.

After the carriage has been properly located for cylinder and anvil position, replace
the margin stop rack 2-46107, pivot screw 2-40259 and nut 2-40465, margin stop rack to
be free on pivot screws with no end play, replace the upper margin stop rack link
screw 2-40177 and nut 2-40408. (Margin Release Illustration)

Have carriage centrally located and hold forward on paper table, and while in this

position depress the set key and look down in front of the margin stop lever bracket
2-45848, (margin release illustration) and observe whether lip "A" of the tabulator

stop set arm bracket 2-45475 is striking centrally on tabulator stops 2-47500 (tabu
lator illustration). If not, the tabulator stop set arm bracket can be moved to the

right or left, since the holes for the bracket mounting screws are elongated. Be sure
the tabulator stop set arm bracket screws 2-40159 are tight after adjustment is made.

If the carria,ge has play between the carriage rails this condition can be corrected by
loosening the four upper rear carriage rail screws 2-40250.

The holes for these

screws are over sized and rear carriage rail 2-45379 may be moved toward the front

rail until the play is removed, the screws 2-40250 can then be tightened. A.fter ad
justing the rear carriage rail 2-45379 to remove play, see that the carriage runs free
full length of writing line without play or binds. Note: If the rear carriage rail

was loosened up very much the carriage trucks 2-45371 may be out of position.^ To test,

move carriage to the left until the right carriage end casting limits against the car
riage end stop screw 2-40290 and while in this position look at both the right and •
left ends of the carriage trucks 2-45371 to see that both ends are inside carris.'^e
rails.

^

REfiOVlNG TABULATOR STOPS AND TABULATOR STOP RACK

By having the carriage to the right or left side, the tabulator stops 2-47500 (tabula

tor illustration) can be removed or replaced from the bottom of tabulator stop rack
2-47631, except a few in center of rack. The tabulator stop rack 2-47631 can be re
moved from carriage as follows: First depress clear key and restore all tabulator
stops 2-47500, then take out the right tabulator stop rack screw 2-40016 and v^asher
2-40935. Move carriage to left as far as it will go' and remove the left tabulator
stop rack screw- 2-40016 and washer 2-40935'— lower left-end~of^tabulator stoo" rack

clear of left carriage end casting end take out.

Reverse the procedure in replacing tabulator stop rack 2-47631, making sure that right
end is against the tabulator stop rack adjusting screw 2-40088 — for adjustment of
this screw/ refer to tabulator instructions.
PLATEN

Release the right platen lock 2-45468 and left platen lock 2-45467 and lift platen
complete 2-43646 out of carriage.

Remove paper trough 2-45639 by lifting its studs clear of the paper trough supoort
brackets.

Lift out rear paper feed roll 2-46483 and front paper feed roll 2-46482.
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PLATEN, Cont'd.

Remove paper feed roll release shaft 2-45211 by loosening set screw 2-40110 in collar

2-40911 and remove collar. Have feed roll release lever 2-45200 in released position
and pull feed roll release shaft 2-45211 out to the right. Replace this shaft and
hold in position by its collar 2-40911.

Make sure feed roll release lever link is

over stud in feed roll release shaft 2-45211.

Take off the margin stop lever bracket 2-45848 (margin release illustration) by taking
out the margin stop lever bracket screw (right) 2-40175 and margin stop lever spring

screw (left) 2-40261. Do not lose the margin stop lever return spring 2-40398. Re
place this bracket and hook up the margin stop lever spring 2-40398.
■ REMOVING AND REPLACING OF PAPER TABLE COMPLETE

With paper feed roll release lever 2-45200 forward and right carriage release lever de
pressed, take out the upper right paper table support screw 2-40079. Lift up on right
paper table support 2-45560 and remove paper table complete with aprings attached. Do
not dose end play—washers- 2-40936-(-if any)- on the -paper table pivot bearings.

-After replacing paper tablej place"loose ends of.paper table springs in back of the
lip on upper ends of the-right and left paper table supports. Make sure that screws
2-40137, holding .left paper table support 2-45559, are- tight — when writing on ma
chine check all points of paper table for noise.
REMOVE PAPER.SCALE (BAIL)

Remove four screws 2-40170, .two in each of the right and left paper scale arm shaft

brackets (right 2-46265 and left 2-46264). Remove these brackets. Remove both paper
scale arm/springs 2-40371. Take out paper scale arm detent screw 2-40285. Remove the
right carriage scale screw 2-40280 and work the paper scale arm shaft assembled
2-46266 upward and out of carriage. (Note both screws could be removed from the car

riage ;scale , but this would make it necessary to readjust it).' Replace the paper scale

(bail).• by."reversing these instructions. Paper fingers may be put on in place of bail
when requested. Paper fingers and bail both cannot be used.
Replace front paper feed roll 2-46482.
Replace rear paper feed roll 2-46483.

Make sure that feed rolls turn freely on shaft.
Replace the paper trough 2-45639.
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CARBIAGE REMOVAL—METHOD #2

Remove rear panel 2-41089. ■ Unhook carriage tape 2-42033 and hook it to carriage tape
screw.2-40119. .Loosen left margin stop rack.pivot screw rnit 2-40465 and.take out mar
gin stop rack pivot screw 2-40259. Drop margin stop rack 2-46107 back out of the wav.

Remove the two carriage end step screws 2-40290 and also remove rear, csirriage rail
2-45379:bjr taking out the four carriage rail screws 2-40250. Slide carriage to left
end of. writing line (viewed from rear) and remove carriage from carriage bed rails,,
being careful not to bend lip "A" of the tabulator stop set bracket 2-45475.
TO REPLACE CARRIAGE •

roll retainers 2-45371 out of rails, set the carriage into rails, making
sure that lip "A",oh the stop set arm bracket 2-45475 (tabulator illustration) is
directly over tabulator stops 2-47500 on stop rack i^d that carriage front rail is
positioned under the lower carriage rail cover 2-45433.

Replace upper carriage rail, leaving the four carriage rail screws 2-40250 loose, and
place, end stop screws 2-40290 in their positions.

Move carriage to extreme right (viewed from rear) until right carriage, end casting'
limits against carriage end stop screw 2-40290, and insert front carriage roll retaih-r
er_2-45371 between carriage rails until both ends of carriage roll retainer are inside
rails. Before replacing rear upper carriage roll retainer, loosen the screws 2-40185
in carriage roll retainer rack 2-45348. Replace upper carriage roll retainer 2-45371
with both ends inside of carriage rail.
Tighten the carriage roll retainer rack screws 2-40185.

Set carriage with right carriage end casting limiting against stop screw 2-40290.
With light pressure downward on left end of rear carriage rail 2-45379, tighten left
carriage rail screw 2-40250.

"

& ..

..

Set carriage with left carriage end casting limiting against its'stop screw 2-40290;
Withlight pressure downward on right end of rear carriage rail 2-45379 tighten right
carriage rail screw 2-40250. Carriage still in this position, use" light pressure
downward on center of rear carriage rail 2-45379 and tighten the two'center rear car
riage rail mounting screws 2-40250.

'

Test carriage for free full length of writing line with ho play or binds allowed.
When in doubt about free running carriage remove escapement complete and test.
Replace margin stop rack 2-46107 pivot screw 2-40259 and lock nut 2-40465. No end

play allowed in margin stop rack but must be free to pivot on screws 2-40259. Hook up
carriage tape 2-42033-. Replace rear panel 2-41089.-

. ^ .

Replace platen complete 2-43646 and hold in place with right platen lock 2-45468 and
left platen lock 2-45467. Note: The platen lock adjusting screws 2-40265 should be

adjusted so there is a slight detent action as the platen lock lever is pressed down.
Make sure that the platen lock adjusting screw nut 2-40466 is tight. Use oil sparing
ly on the platen roll bushings 2-40985 and 2-40986 to prevent bushings from freezing
to platen shaft.

Check the paper feed roll tension by placing small strip of paper between platen and
each end of feed roU (rear) and without turning platen, pull it out. The tension
should be even—if not, _ adjusting screw 2-40279 is provided at rear ends of each
paper feed roll arm spring 2-42889—turn in on screv/s to increase tension and back out
on them to decrease tension.
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TO REPLACE CARRIAGE, Cont'd.

Carriage feed rack 2-45958 is adjustable, up and down only (not side ways). Move car

riage to the right (end of writing line) and loosen feed rack screws 2-40133 holding
left end of feed rack and adjust feed rack up or dov/n for a small amount of play be
tween the teeth of feed rack and escapement wheel pinion. Tighten the two screws when

adjustment is made. Move carriage over to left (end of writing line) and repeat the
same adjus-taents on left side of carriage. Care must be taken in this adjustment, if
feed rack is set too deep in pinion wheel it will cause a sluggish operating carriage
and piling of letters.
ALIGNING SCALE AND CARD FINGERS

The lower alining scale bracket 2-45601 is mounted to the carriage rail with screws
2-40170. The upper aligning scale bracket assembled 2-45610 (with card tension fin

gers attached) are held to the lower bracket by screws 2-40170. The aligning scale
2-45606 is attached to the-upper aligning scale bracket by two screws 2-40277 and two
washers 2-40998.

To align the scaLe"_"i:,o ~the^iine of writing p'write~a'"full line^ of'small"(r's) on the
paper across the width of the platen roll. ,,„The aligning scale, should be level with

the line of writing just a very fine,line or space between thbltbp of the scale
2-45606 and the bottom of the written line,. If high on, one side, loosen screw
2-40277 on the high side, and adjust tHe scale dov/nward,, slightly.'. Jf,low,, raise the
scale in the same mafiner. This applies to both right and lef"t,sides. Note: .Some

side adjustment can be made at this point, if both mounting screws" for'"aligning scale

is loose. See adjustment follov/ing.

""°

The white lines on the scale should be in line with the vertical lines of the letter

(i). The;.side ..alignment of the scale is obtained by loosening the two screws holding
the upper.aligning scale bracket 2-45610 to the lower aligning scale bracket .2-45601.
The upper holes in the lower aligning scale bracket are elongated and after the screws
are loosened the upper scale bracket along with the aligning -scale, may be moved to
the right or left to get the desired result.

The aligning scale should be just far enough away from the platen that six sheets of

paper can be.inserted between the alining scale and platen, and also card tension
fingers when up. .To obtain this condition, form the upper aligning scale bracket
2-40998. Af"ter making this adjustment check the right carriage scale screw 2-40280,
to see that.it does not. interfere -with the rear side of the upper aligning scale
bracket as it passes.bracket.
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ADJTJSTMEJJT CARRIAGE SCAJLES, PAPER SCALE AND PAPER TABLE SCALE

Adjusting of carriage scales should not be attempted until all adjustments uertaining
to escapement and carriage feed rack have been made.

Set carriage until cipher on carriage scale 2-46100 is in line with indicator on type
guide, if cipher does not align perfectly, loosen screws in ends of carriafie scale
2-46100 and adjust scale.

Adjust the margin stop rack pivot screws 2-40259 until margin stop rack 2-46107 is:' .
centrally located between margin stop rack supports, with very slight amount of end
play—yet free on its pivot screws.

Set margin stop 2-45823 at cipher position on margin stop rack 2-46107, return car
riage to right until margin stop lever limits against margin stop 2-45823.
The margin stop lever should clear the margin stop at this point .060" (use .060"

noiseless gage), Adjust for this clearance by margin stop rack pivot screws 2-40259.
Note: This clearance is necessary, otherwise operator could not back space into first
space of left margin. Another test for this is: Set carriage at zero, margin stop at
zero, strike space bar once, hold back space key lever all the way down and strike

margin release lever several times slowly and note v/hether margin stop binds against
margin stop lever—should just clear. Margin stop rack 2-46107 must be set as de
scribed, otherwise irregular margins will result.

Slide paper guide 2-46298 to left as far as it will go. Place sheet of paper in carhave left" edge of paper in line v/ith the cipher mark on carriage scale
O
cipher
on the
paper still
scale set
2-46114--if
not, this scale should be set accordingly. With
sheet
of paper
in carriage at the cipher position, slide the paper guide 2-46298 to left edge of
paper. At this point, note where pointer on paper guide is pointing to on pauer table
1 end of
snould
pointing
cipher
if not,
loosen
screw
2-^Uo/8 holding left
paperbetable
scaleatand
slidealso,
it until
ciuher
is in
linewith pointer on paper guide.

The seto^g of right paper table scale 2-46122 is: Insert sheet of paper in carriage

having right, side of it in line with 80 on both the carriage scale 2-46100 and the '
!set
2-46114.
Loosen
screwin2-40278
in right
paperThis
table
scale
2-46ip and
point 80
of scale
line with
rightend
edgeofofright
paper.
scale
is to
assist operator in locating center of sheet when making headings, etc.
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PAPER TROUGH SUPPORT BRACKET 2 46342

PAPER TROUGH A-2-45639
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••
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DISMMTLING PROCEDURE FOR CLEMIUG MD OVERHAULING

Remove carriage, method #2 recommended, remove rubber.
Remove typev/riter unit complete.
Remove ribbon winding disc 2-42346 and ribbon.

Remove lever toobs 2-42289, panel screws 2-40222 and"take off front panel 2-46861
(type action illustration). Do not lose rubber silencer washer 2-40892 between front
panel and ■typewriter frames.

Remove tv/o type bar fulcrum wire retaining screws.

Reniove type bar fulcrum wire slowly and keep type bar links,in order, as explained in
•instructions.

Note: Order '^pe bar links 2-41410, which are straight, these can be formed to suit

the position in which they are to be used,■2-41432 is the number for type bars twenty-

one and twenty-two which are ground for clearance.

Remoye tvrfo _screws_2-40^'44_holdirig type bar cushion 2-43943 jbo segment and remove tTOe
bar cushion complete.

.L'- V
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Remove four screws 2-40111 holding ribbon actuator-arm bracket support 2-41954 (ribbon
cover-illustration) to machine.

Unhook lower end of ribbon lift push link'2-42284'from toggle bell crank (ribbon cover
illustration).

Unhook spring clip at rear end of ribbon control lever link. 2-46568 from the ribbon
control shaft arm 2-42342.:, .

^

;

Lift the ribbon actuator arm bracket'support complete with ribbon control shaft, rib
bon,lift push link and, ribbon■ carrier, from machine.

Remove screv/ 2-40000 arid nut 2-40411 (shift mechanism illustration), holding left end
of segment to,;,segment;'shift rocker. Repeat "this" operation on the right side.
Unhook the two segment shift balance springs 2-40364 (shift mechanism illustration) at
■upper ends, r

Remove two- -segment.shift bracket screws 2-40188, .holding bracket to segment. ,

Remove type bar -segment ;2-47050 comple.te with type bar universal bar assembled. Do

hot lose the"segment ball bearings'2-40477 when removing segment.
Use .care in, handling . the type bar segment, as universal bar adjustments may be thrown
out.'

After, machine has., been,.washed, reassemble by reversing these instructions.

'Note: . A key lever .can-joe removed from, the machine as follows: Unhook., type bar bell

crank link from stud in key lever, unhook key lever spring (upper end). Loosen screws
in-key lever, clamp, holding rear end of key levers in position. Slide rear end of key
lever downward until it clears its fulcrum wire 2-41103 (type action illustration) and

remove key lever.

'

■ ■ , :

A type bar bell crank can be removed as follov/s: Unhook type bar bell crank'link from

stud on key lever. Unhook upper end of type bar bell crank soring 2-40338 (upper end).
Loosen the.five screws for.type bar'bell crank fulcrum-wire clamp and use follow up
wire to the bell crank that.is to be taken out.
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INSPECTIONS
Carriage

Carriage, free full length of writing line with no play in rails.
Platen for condition and end play.

Test front and rear feed rolls for pressure (both ends) and condition.

Try line space mechanism for under-throw or over-throw of platen.
Test one, two and three line spacing and platen detent for proper tension.
Test both variables, platen locks and paper release.
Paper bail functioning properly.

Line gage for height and clear platen (six sheets), also try card finger attachment.
Paper guide to stay into position, where set.

See that carriage roll retaining racks will not permit carriage roll retainers to
creep.

Carriage feed racks set to escapement wheel pinion correctly.
Carriage release levers functioning properly.
Correct carriage tension.
Typev/riter Unit

(Segment)

Hold shift key down, test capital letters for on feet, segment to be locked with no
vertical play.

Test motion HhHhHh. No vertical play in segment when normal. Segment to be locked in
both upper and lower cases. No bite or binding .in shift keys at top or bottom of
travel.

Segment to shift freely, no horizontal play allowed.

Shift keys set to correct height, shift lock plates (two) set correct.
Test machine for cylinder and anvil position.
(Tabulator)

Test tabulator blade, clear key and set key for proper travel.
Test tabulator drop, approximately a full space. Test tabulator blade for entering
between two stops.

Tabulator set bracket for correct position.
Try tabulator brake for short and long jumps.
Tabulator rack- and front carriage scale to agree.

Printed in U.S.A.
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(Ribbon Mechanism)

Str^e off keyboard of both upper and lower case on both black and red ribbon, test'

ribbon for cover, also stencil position.

Test ribbon for reversing at both ends, right and left spools.

Set ribbon drive shaft shift Jsver to central position and try winding spools.
(Escapement Mechanism)

Test trip at ribbon on type bars one, twenty-one and forty-two.
Test escapement safety zone 1/2" to 9/16".
Inspect loose dog silencer mechanism.

Check position of upper and lower escapement rocker body stop screws.
(Miscellaneous)

Try touch regulator, type bar restoring feature and back spacer .
Test margin release, line lock and bell mechanism.

l/lCheck space bar adjustments, height, depth and trip.

Inspect machine in general for appearance of nickel, japanning, stencils, etc.
l-^Try machine for alignment of both upper and lower cases.
1-

L ..

{^
■'

type spacing and carriage width to agree with machine order.

•/
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